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Keeping Your Cool

By Ken Vandruff
Wichita British Car Club

hope you like some of the changes
that Charles de Bourbon has made
to the layout design of the MGB
Driver starting with the last issue. It
gives the magazine a fresh feel in my
opinion. Speaking of the last issue, as
promised, we have in this issue coverage of MGB50. Jack Long had a great
day meeting with former MG employees at the event and we have many
pictures sent into Ken Smith.
Also in this issue, we have an
air conditioner installation by Ken
Vandruff. We will also have an article

on another ac installation in the next
issue using a different approach. I feel
this will be a very popular modification in the coming years so want to
give you some ideas on how to go
about this upgrade.
Bob Lasater’s trip down Route
66 has gotten me itching to take a
trip myself. Luckily, MG 2013 is just
around the corner so I’ll have plenty
of planning to keep my occupied between now and July.
Just another reminder to send me
your photos for Readers Rides!

Robert
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By Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

By Mark J. Brosnan
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by John and Penny
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By Chris Evenchick
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On the Covers

Front: MGB in front of Blenhiem Palace, the venue for MGB

50. A magestic backdrop is a compelation of Adrian Goodenough & Alan Davis images.
Back: Adrian Goodenough & Alan Davis’s set of images.
What a great place to hold the MGB50 that had 2,500 MGs
on display!
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1974½ MGB Registrar

Chairman’s Chat

I

t will not be long and winter will
soon be over. I can’t wait. Except for
the first snowfall, there’s not much
I like about it. I have tried skiing and
ice-skating, and all I got were bruises.
I didn’t mind hanging out at the lodge
and downing a few drinks and it did
help to ease the pain from the falls,
but give me spring and fall and I am a
happy guy.
My garage is like a barn, so during the winter I don’t get anything
accomplished with my cars. Heating
it is too costly to even think about and
the wind and cold just go right thru it.
Nevertheless, come spring and 50-degree days, I am ready to start getting
my cars ready for another season of
MG driving.
Recently, I found yet another MG
to bring home, a 74 Midget that was
sitting in a guy’s driveway for the past
four years trying to become iron ore
again. I believe I can save it. The bonnet is shot, but the rockers and floors
are solid, there is some rust on the
lower rear quarters, but it too can be
fixed. Unlike past projects, this time it
appears I have a helper, my daughter,
Kryssa, spotted it when I pulling it into
the yard and came running out saying,
“Dad, can I help you get this on the
road?” I left out that she will be old
enough to drive this year and will be
getting her learners permit soon. Since

Richard Liddick
Chairman
NAMGBR
for right now I only plan on patching
this car back together and making it
road worthy and safe, she may actually
get her first MG after all. We will have
to see what is involved and the costs,
otherwise she could be looking at that
used Ford Ranger pickup she has been
asking for.
While we are on the subject of the
MG driving season, have you made
plans to attend MG 2013 yet? The
website is live and online, registration
is open. I have signed up and so have
countless others. You can also by going
to www.MG-2013.com the location is
beautiful and the folks with the Willamette MG are looking forward to
showing us the area and a good time.
Now, I saved the best for last, we
have a new sub-register starting up,
Mark Jones of Corunna, Ontario,
member #8-3831, has stepped up
to the plate to volunteer to be the
first Registrar of the “Post Abingdon
Register”. This sub-register will consist
of MGs produced after the demise of
the Abingdon plant in October 1980.
As the Post Abingdon cars age, we
are starting to see a number of them
imported into North America. I just
recently saw an MG Metro Turbo for
sale near me and if it wasn’t for a UK
title and lack of proper import papers, I
may have it and not a 74 Midget sitting
in the back yard. Mark is putting a
piece together for the MGB Driver and
will be talking more about his plans
for this new aspect of NAMGBR.
Safety Fast!

Richard

Special Announcement: It was an oversight at the AGM and in the last issue that
we failed to announce a special award presented to Bill Gillson for all the hard
work he put in during MG 2012. Thank you Bill and sorry for the omission!
6
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Dennis Taylor
1974½ Registrar
NAMGBR

Photos and article submitted
by Dennis Taylor

H

aving ignored the sage advice of
every veteran I have ever known
and volunteered, this time to
be the 74 ½ Registrar. I then found out
I was expected to write an occasional
article to fill these pages. So while I try
to gather some more interesting stories
of members’ 74 ½s, I thought I would
fill this space by telling a little about
my GT.
I acquired it in November 2011
from a friend in the North Carolina
MG Car Club (NCMGCC), who had
owned it about seven years. He in turn
had purchased it from a gentleman in
Ohio who had done the restoration
around 1999. When I got the car, it had
just seven thousand miles on the clock
since being restored and basically was
like a new car. The restoration was
very complete, to the point of even the
belly of the car having been stripped
and painted.
I had always coveted the GT ever
since it was introduced during my
high school days in sunny, warm Con-

necticut. The thought of an MG which
would keep you warm and dry during
those six months of the year when you
couldn’t drive with the top down, and
even with the top up you would be neither warm nor dry, always appealed to
me. Not to mention the stunning good
looks of the GT, I was hooked.
I was however not financially able
to acquire a car of that new a vintage
while in high school, so I had to settle
for a 1955 Chevy. High school gave
way to military service, and then marriage and family, and 44 years later
I was finally able to scrape together
enough shekels to purchase one.
As luck would have it the car is
Inca Yellow, which complemented my
1977 Midget, which is Dodge Ram yellow – I always wanted a yellow sports
car, now we have three. Did I mention
the 1955 TF I am restoring, which will
be pale yellow? My wife knew I always
wanted a GT and the fact this one had
air conditioning sold her on it. She
didn’t quite understand the dynamics of MG air conditioning, thinking
it would work here in North Carolina
like the climate control on her Chrys-
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MGB Registrar
Ken Smith
MGB, MGB LE, & 1967 MGB/GT
Special’s Registrar

ler 300, and I conveniently forgot to
explain the differences, until after the
purchase… my bad!
I have changed the HIF carburetors for a Weber DGV, and installed
a Peco header, eliminating the front
muffler in the process. I also removed
the painted wire wheels and went with
15-inch Retro Sport Wheels for TR6s,
which gave the offset needed without
having to change the wire wheel rear
axle. Other than those few changes to
make the car mine, I have just enjoyed
driving it.
It has been on the NCMGCC’s
spring Beach tour, Fall Mountain
tour, the North Carolina Border Tour
which took us to Dillard for MG2012,

a couple of other shorter club tours
and to Pittsburgh for the 2012 Vintage
Grand Prix. I try to use it as much as
possible for my daily driver and have
added 14000 more miles to it in the
14 months I have owned it. It is just
as much fun as I imagined it would
be back in 1967, and in fact makes me
think I’m 17 years old again, until I
have to extricate myself from it. Oh
well that’s what Chiropractors and
Ibuprophin are for.
Now that you’ve read my story,
how about some of you 74 1/2 owners
contacting me with yours? It’s either
that or I will have to fill this page with
stories about my granddaughters.

Dennis

MGB LEs being unloaded at a distribution center.
MGB LE Prototype.

M

y mention of the Limited
Edition prototype in my last
column prompted Anders
Clausager to recall that he photographed the Factory prototype when it
was in the hands of the Beer Family at
Houghton Mill Garage. Syd Beer had a
longstanding association with the MG
Factory and held several important
cars in store.
Left hand drive with a registration
of RJO 788V (a 1979 Abingdon registration) this car featured non-North
American silver and grey nylon seats.
We show here a selection of photographs, as the prototype car looked
in late 1978 prior to the launch of the
LE in early 1979. Incidentally, Anders

8
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retired from his position at Jaguar
Heritage last year and has assumed a
consultancy role for Heritage Archivist
back at Gaydon.
And also while on the subject of
Limited Edition MGBs. Long-time
NAMGBR member Don Peery kindly
sent me a couple of unusual photos
which he had obtained after bidding
on ebay. Herb Lobdell alerted Don to
these genuine British Leyland 35mm
color slides taken in July 1979. They
show LEs being unloaded at a distribution center somewhere in the United
States. What is unusual is that the cars
are already fitted with the luggage rack
on the trunk lid and the LE stripes
down the side. Now, these must have
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Former MG employees reunion at Kimber House.

MGB LEs being unloaded at a distribution center.

Employee dinner.
10

been fitted in this country as Don
Hayter, who I contacted, and has seen
the photos, assures me that only one
LE left the factory with these items.
That was the car taken to the 1979 MG
Meet in Hausach, Germany by Peter
Frearson, then Plant Manager at the
MG factory.
Our man in Abingdon, Adrian
Goodenough, confirms that the
soft top covers used when shipping
overseas, had been removed from
the MGBs in the photos and that the
cars had also been de-waxed. Also the
Lanolin protectant applied to protect
the chrome had been removed so
we feel the cars visited a main dealer
somewhere, before these photos were
taken. We are contacting Bob Burden.
National Merchandising Manager at
B.L. Leonia when the Limited Edition
MGBs were launched and are awaiting
his comments.
In the meantime if anyone out
these knows where these photos were
taken would they please let me know?
The only guess we have so far is that it
might have been Jacksonville, Florida,
where B.L. had a large depot with PDI
and rework facilities, for the import
of cars from the UK. Options could
MGB Driver • March / April 2013

have been fitted there if the parts were
subject to import duty if exported
as part of the original vehicle costs,
also items like the boot (luggage) rack
would not be subject to UK/European
homologation for protrusions as it
would undoubtedly fail. Hence fitting
the racks at the port of entry would get
over such regulations.
Adrian told us the Lanolin was
gold in color, and was applied with
mutton cloth to all of the chrome
fittings, the side strips, and headlamp
rims etc. The hood (top) covers were
made of plastic in the shape of the
hood, and were affixed at the sides by
tape and at the front by the hood clips.
In other news, in December an
ex-MG employees’ reunion was held
at Kimber House and over 80 of the

people who built our cars attended.
Lunch was provided by the MG Car
Club. A group photo is seen here, Don
Hayter among them!
New Registrations. Thanks to all who sent
them in – keep them coming!

Tom Verndola - 70 MGB		
Timothy Macsay - 66 MGB/GT
James Wales - 74 MGB		
Gary Edwards - 74 MGB/GT		
Richard Shields - 73 MGB		
Mark Jones - 95 MGF		
Rich Kraft - 74 MGB		
Bob Bauer - 77 MGB		
Stay Safe!

CT
IN
FL
NC
OH
ON
OR
CA

Ken

MGB LEs being unloaded at a distribution center.
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Letters to the Editor

Lake Erie British Car Club group shot after celebrating MGB’s 50th at Shawn’s Irish Tavern

Robert,
On Sunday, September 23, 2012,
MGB owners of the Lake Erie British Car
Club met at Shawns Irish Tavern (the closest thing we have to an English pub) to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the MGB.
After a hearty toast, a good meal and a
piece of anniversary cake, we adjourned
to the parking lot for a group photo. A
good time was had by all. We are looking
forward to many more years of superlative
MGB motoring.
—Tony Shoviak #2-860

152 Washington, Claremont, New Hampshire, to a man named Tim Brestin from
Lake Rescue, Ludlow, Vermont.
The invoice says he paid $2758 for
the car and $252.90 for the extras he
wanted. He also had an MG TF 1954 that
they took in as part payment for the car.
This car had been in the US up to 1996. I
don’t know the rest of the story of this car,
but it is now in Norway under restoration.
Any help with the missing history
in the US would be very at help for me.
The picture is from last August before the
restoration took place. Car is actually in
very good condition with very little rust
where found.
Best Regard, —Frank Rygh, Norway
If anyone has any info for Frank, let
me know and I’ll get you in touch
with him.
Dear NAMGBR,
Thank you for recognizing me as the
first recipient of the MGB Driver Best
Contributing Author Award. The honor
is very unexpected and I am really pleased
to have received it. I owe quite a lot to the

Thanks Tony!
If any other of our affliated clubs out
there celebrated MGB50, please let
us know!
NAMGBR,
This is a part of the story of an MGB
who was sold new in the US, April 1965.
My car that is an early MGB roadster,
late pull handle with the chassis number
GHN3-L 57234 was sold new from a company named Imported Cars of Claremont,
12
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Minnesota MG Group Gazette editor, Robert (Andy) Anderson, and also to Robert
Rushing, editor of the MGB Driver, for
encouraging me to share my articles with
others and tidying up my mistakes. I also
want to thank Diane Vinar, my soulmate,
for helping me with ideas and giving me a
canvas to experiment on –
her 1970 MGB (Maggie,) prior to anything
even getting on paper.
Thanks much, —
Dave Baun
Dear NAMGBR,
I know it’s been
several months since I
unexpectedly received this
wonderful award in the mail
and I apologize for taking
so long to acknowledge and
thank the officers of NAMGBR for it.
It was during one of my last dinners
I had with my dad that Zelda called me
about coolant dripping when she stopped
for gas the first time. A gearhead (I got
it from him) to the end, Dad was throwing out suggestions of how to diagnos the
problem – he was right, the cap was bad.
Living Zelda’s trip vicariously provided
me some bright spots over the following
weeks.
As you can well imagine, Zelda’s
contagious enthusiasm makes her an
ideal ambassador for SCMGC and the
MG community as a
whole. I consider helping her keep her MG
rolling a small price to
pay for the moral support she provides me as
president and her skills
and assistance that are
invaluable in making
our events better and
our club more active.
Thank you all so
much!
—Adam Lombard
Hi Robert,
I read the Driver
thoroughly to keep up to
date with your “doings”
14

in the states. Most enjoyable. In your latest Jan/Feb on page 34, the sill structure
diagram really rang a bell. In my book
“MGB Story”, if you read it, you will find
this mentioned under “Tools & Jacks” a
bit of research for you.
Thanks for your
Publication.
Regards, —Don
Hayter
Thank you Mr. Hayter! Members – if
you haven’t read his
book yet, please go
out and get yourself
a copy – it is an
excellent read!

Now for a few of
dissenting opinions for
the proposed name change. Keep
your letters – either for or against –
coming!
Robert,
Latest issue came today and, wow,
I must have missed the proposed name
change but I’d like to submit a resounding
NO vote. I don’t own a ”T”, ”A” or Midget
but a ”B” and that is where my focus
is and would like to see that remain the
focus of the magazine. Oh, there will be
those who claim that won’t happen but we
all understand the concept of the slippery
slope don’t we? Thanks! —Michael Reida

Zelda & Adam with awards.
MGB Driver • March / April 2013

Robert,
I have just returned
from the UK and the
devastating floods in
the South of England
and Scotland. On the
day we arrived we had
to book into a hotel
because there was no
way to drive to Cambridgeshire due to flooded roads. Despite this
handicap the scheduled
MGB Rally planned just
outside the City took
place with rain most of
the day, however the
support was more than

impressive. As to be expected no tops
were down while the owners of the MGBGT section looked rather snug eating
lunch with the wipers going!
I note the suggestion in the last
issue of this great publication to change
the name or at least remove the B from
the MGB Club Title. With all due
respect, I think that would be a nonproductive course of action. If you do
there will be no individual identity to
one of the most successful MG models
Mike Benbrook, before and after MGB.
ever produced. We have the MGT Register that honors the prewar and post war
T-Types, The MGA Club, The MG Vintage Dear Editor,
Club, and the MGB Club that encourages,
If it ‘aint broke then it don’t need
(like the previous clubs mentioned), ownfixin’ after 22 years!!!
ership and preservation of the marque.
—Ken Smith
If any owner wants a broader asEditor Emeritus 1991-2005
sociation they can in addition the their
And now a letter in favor...
MGB membership join such groups as
the MG Owners Club who have in excess
Robert,
of 45,000 owner members and/ or the
I fully support the name change to
Original MG Club that has US members
MG Driver. I currently own two MGBs
as well as others from all over the world.
and a MGC. I know the C’s have their
The MGB owner, and I am one, belongs
own register, but they are also very B-like
to this club simply because he or she can
and should be included as well as the
communicate with other such owners,
share experiences and in certain cases help Midgets. I have also attached a couple
of photos of my rides. Enjoy. The red B a
his or her fellow owners. This club was
before and after shot. —Mike Benbrook
formed by MGB people and has attracted
other MGB people for over twenty years.
And now for something completely
In the words of a successful auto genius,
different...
“Why change it if it ain’t broken?”
—Geoff Wheatley
Dear Robert,
First off I want to thank you for the
Hey Robert,
great job you do as Editor. I enjoy reading
Changing the name of a ship takes
the MGB Driver all the time.
seven years off of its life. Who knows
I would like to add a little to the
what it would do to a publication. I read
Great article Jim Lunson wrote on valve
the MGB Driver because of an interest
adjusting. If you have a car with over
in MGBs. I’m a member of NAMGBR
50,000 miles on it.You have to check the
because of an interest in MGBs. A name
change would result in a certain vagueness rocker shaft and the ends of the rockers
themselves for wear. A lot of times oil does
which would be less likely to draw new
not get up there for some reason and they
MGB members.
wear. It is easy to change them and will
Perhaps this is just the impetus
quiet your B right down after you replace
needed for the Midget people to start their
and adjust. I would also recommend
own registry, as suggested in the Jan/
duftrided rocker shaft for longer life. Also
Feb edition of the MGB Driver. I don’t
check your pedestals. If you are flush put
see why they couldn’t be quite successful
in the roller rockers. I did on my 74 and it
since there are passionate Midget owners
just the same as there are passionate MGB was music to my ears!
Thanks and best regards, —John Morris
owners. Cheers! —
 Chris Roop
MGB Driver • March / April 2013
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Tahiti Blue

Aritcle & Photo provided
by Mark J. Brosnan

A

t the ripe age of 26 years old, I
was working for an automotive
supplier to Ford Motors and had
always wanted a convertible car for
myself. I was working with a whole
bunch of guys who both had race cars,
sports cars, classic cars, and were always doing work in the machine shop
after hours.
In the fall 1997, I purchased a 1978
MGB convertible from a friend of my
brother-in-law Russell. The car was all
original with a four cylinder engine
with the original Zenith Stromberg
carburetor system and old style emission system. Although I thought that it
being all original was the wonderful, I
have to admit the exterior color, Tahiti
Blue, is what sealed the deal for me.
That following winter, Russell
and I removed the Zenith Stromberg
carburetor with the emission system
and replaced it with a Weber down
draft carburetor with a coated Monza
header and after market exhaust. After
that work was completed, I did very
little to the car other than the annual
repairs and routine maintenance. Over
the years, I drove the car more or less

16
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when time allowed between two children, a job, a house and the general
responsibilities of life but I always took
the opportunity when it presented
itself. The MGB always provided me
happiness even when I was doing
repairs or broke down some where (as
anyone who has owned an MGB does
occasionally happen).
In fall 2010, after years of chasing problems with nickel and dime
repairs, I decided with the help of my
remove the engine and pull it apart.
Also the fact that it had been leaking
oil from almost every seal had made
it a necessity. So that winter we pulled
the engine, and slowly pulled apart
engine piece by piece. A parts list was
made, the block and head was sent to
the machine shop, and the remaining
parts were cleaned as we awaited our
new delivery of parts.
During this time, I spent many
hours reading the service manual
while cleaning and repainting parts.
Although I have a degree in mechanical engineering, many things were
still foreign to me and required some
research to understand tolerance, reassembly process etc. During this time
it was also an opportunity to address
many of the little items that needed
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Interior, all the work pays off when you step back and take a good luck.

to be repaired such as the heater box,
interior map lighting and melted/
damaged wiring harnessed that had
occurred over the years.
After all that we painted the block,
head, and all other exterior parts and
began the reassembly process began.
Other than a few hiccups, we reas-

18

sembled the engine and reinstalled
into the MG. We wrapped the headers in heat tape to reduce the loss and
tuned the engine. The process proved
to be a challenge and allowed Russell
and I to work together…well him more
working and me researching catalogs
& manuals.
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Engine rebuilt and running great!

Now the big test. After weeks
of adjusting the carburetor and the
timing, the final test of our handy
work had come. It was Easter Sunday
2011 and Russell had convinced me
to take the car to our family’s house
for the day. Well, I don’t mind saying
that I was nervous. Prior to the engine
rebuild, the car had not been reliable
on long distances. The only way to
confirm that all our hard work had
paid off was to take the car on a long
sustained drive.
As I climbed into the car, I looked
up to the beautiful blue sky and said
a little prayer to the MG gods. After a slow beginning on some local
roads and no obvious problems, we
proceeded to several major thoroughfares where I could truly sustain a
long distance at higher speeds. The
car drove great, I followed Russell in
his Porsche and it was probably the
greatest ride I had taken in that car in
years. At that moment, I had a renewed
energy to drive, restore and update
the car so that I could even gain more

pleasure from it. I began making a
mental list of things I could do to
the car to not only increase personal
happiness, but to also make the car
look and run better. Since that time a
year ago, I have powder coated the top
frame, replaced the radio and installed
a new vinyl top. There is still a list of
items that need to be addressed, but
armed with a mechanics manual, parts
catalog, optimistic spirit, and even
more importantly, a realistic budget,
the restoration work will continue for
many years to come.
Just recently I took the car for
a summer ride along Long Islands
Ocean Parkway and the Hampton’s
Dune Road. I never imagined when I
bought the car that Tahiti Blue would
provide me so much happiness, but it
has and I am sure it will continue to. I
owe a great deal of gratitude to Russell
and Cathie Leyra for the use of their
time, home, garage and vast array of
tools….I couldn’t have done it without you guys. Thanks for taking this
incredible journey with me!
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MGB50

MG Abingdon Workers Reunion at MGB50

Pretty line up—MGBs parading into the grounds.

There is always somebody that needs a push.

Article and images provided by John
and Penny Scarpucci, Peachtree MG
Register

limited to 3000 cars) or weren’t MGBs.
We were told by the MGCC that
there were over 2500 MGBs there. It
was unfortunate that the cars were
not organized in any particular layout
so it was merely a walkabout to see
what you could find. There was to be a
display of 50 cars, one from each year,
but I never found it. To be honest, they
should have hired Peachtree Registry
to organize the event.
We toured the field taking photos
of cars that appealed to us and at about
noon the skies opened up on us with
the expected downpour. We decided
to take shelter in Blenheim Palace as
did most everyone else. We were told
by the staff at the palace they were
overwhelmed by the crowd.
Overall, it was a cool event. So
many of our favorite little cars parked
in one spot with owners, drivers, and
gawkers strolling the fields admiring
the many different takes on the same
out-of-production machine. ( But MG
2012 at Dillard was more fun…)

W

e awoke Sunday to cool temps,
threatening clouds, and the
sounds of a really balky MGB
that didn’t seem happy with the temps
or the damp. It seemed to fire up one
cylinder at a time until all four were
alight then she left to join her cousins.
We donned warm clothes,
grabbed umbrellas, and walked to
Blenheim Palace around the corner
from our hotel. We knew we were in
the right place as soon as we entered
the gate when we saw the marshals
pushing a red MGB out of the way. The
overwhelming majority were running
and were parading into the estate as we
arrived.
I estimated the main parking field
at Blenheim Palace was 1000 feet long
and about 400 feet wide. Additionally,
there were two overflow parking areas
for those who didn’t pre-register (it was

A great sticker. There is truth to that sticker, see page 55.
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Vintage image of the last MG built at the MG car factory – October 1980.

Aritcle and images provided
by Jack Long, MGs of Baltimore

O

ne of my favorite features of
the MGB50 celebration held at
Blenheim Palace in September
2012 was a chance to meet and mingle
with a group of former Abingdon
Works employees. The event organizers even provided classic transportation to Blenheim via a restored City of
Oxford double decker bus, and had a
large tent set up for them on the event
grounds. This tent, right on the show
field, was also one of the very few (relatively) dry places to be found that day!
About 30 former MG factory workers
and their guests were in attendance
including a number of well-known
MG legends including Don Hayter and
Brian Moylan. But I really appreciated
the chance to chat with several of the
“regular guys” who worked on the
assembly line and quite possibly built
one of my MGBs. In particular, I spent
a lot of time with a gentleman named

Don Hayter, lead designer of the MGB.
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All aluminum MGB factory race car.

Old Speckled Hen MGB.

Ormand Lucas and his wife. Ormand
worked at several BMC and BL plants
including the Morris Engines Branch
in Coventry, where he assembled the
B-series engines that powered the
MGB, before he moved to Abingdon
and joined MG. Ormand stayed at MG
through the closing of the Abingdon
plant, and showed me a photo of the
last MGB built, a white RHD convert-

ible, and the crew that completed it. He
said this photo was taken a day or two
after the factory officially closed in
1980. Ormand is the fellow on the far
right in this photo. I think the bearded
gentleman sitting on the fender is
Geoff Allen; does anyone know any of
the other folks?
After the plant closed, Ormand found
continued employment in the auto

Plaque for all aluminum MGB factory race car.
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industry as a mechanic with a service
garage. I found Ormand and his wife
to be very pleasant and patient with a
lot of my questions. He had a very nice
scrapbook of photos with him, including one of him posing next to an early
1960’s Midget that was his personal
car and the car in which he courted his

wife.
After a nice chat with Ormand and a
few other Abingdon Works alumni,
I had a chance to visit briefly with
Don Hayter. Don was as pleasant and
charming as ever, and when I made a
comment about the miserable rainy
British weather he grinned and quick-

Oxford Bus.
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MGB50 Photo Essay Images by Adrian Goodenough and Alan Davis

MGB Rally car dirven by Stering Moss.

ly reminded me of the Biblical deluge
following MG 2006 in Gatlinburg,
putting me in my place smartly. Don
appeared to be in excellent health and
spirits and seems to be as timeless as
the MGB itself.
Meeting and talking to these men was
a great privilege. Most of them are in
their seventies or eighties now, so it
was an opportunity not to be missed,

and I’m glad I had the chance. All
of the MGB50 events were great fun
despite the weather and will provide
many cherished memories of the
people I met. Special thanks to Julian
White of the MG Car Club for sharing
the list of Abingdon workers in attendance and the photo of the Oxford
bus.

Competition department transporter.
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A venue worthy of MGB50

Field of over 2500 MGBs.

Coune GT.
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Customized MGs
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Readers Ride — Ernie Horning

Aritcle & Photo provided
by Ernie Horning

I

originally purchased my MGB new in 1980 in California (first car I ever purchased). It has traveled with me to Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. It
had not been driven from 1992 until 2010 when I decided to get it back on the
road. Of course, it took quite a bit of work, but it is now registered, licensed, and
running again. Now I’d like to like to enroll my 1979 MGB in the 100,000 Mile
Register!

28
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MG 2013 Update
By Jan Whittlesey
Willamette MG Club

W

e are up and running! Registration numbers are looking
fine (you can see names of
registrants on the website under ‘attendees’). The particular idiosyncrasies
of running a national car show are
being worked out.
We know the weather will be
perfect – statistically, the third week
in July is the driest of the year. If you
haven’t done so already, please check
out the MG 2013 website (www.mg2013.com.) Everything you need to
know is there and links exist for everything included in this update.
If you haven’t decided whether to
make the trip, consider what will be in
store for you on the way to the convention. Pick a route from your house to
Oregon. Coming in from the south
there are lots of twisty bits driving up
the coast same with coming down
from the north. If you are coming
from the east, join other MG’ers for
“MGs on the Oregon Trail,” a 6-day
guided tour along the Oregon Trail. To
help spark your interest more, there
are many books for your trip: Roadside
Geology of Oregon, Roadside History
of Oregon, Oregon Geographic Names,
Hiking Oregon’s Geology, Oregon: Off
the Beaten Path, and Back Roads of Oregon to name just a few. These books
are available from Powell’s Books in
Portland – www.powells.com.
Of course the real treat will be
everything we have planned once you
arrive in Corvallis. We have some terrific car activities:
Car show: check out the live web
cam of the quad on the Oregon State
University campus http://webcam.
oregonstate.edu/
Tech sessions: Thursday and Friday,
with topics ranging from car prepara30

tion for hill climbs to a discussion with
NAMGBR leaders to ideas for club activities to prepping your car for a show.
(Specifics on the website)
Tours: Guided and unguided - magnificent covered bridges in the valley
or lighthouses on the coast; trips to
the high desert or into the Cascade or
coastal range. Visits to vineyards and
wineries or stop and see the “Spruce
Goose.” Plus many other expeditions –
all with maps and directions provided
Funkhana: Try your driving and navigational skills
Rally: And yet another opportunity to
test those skills
Valve Cover races: (note to self:
decide on paint and graphics for valve
cover.)
Four days of car events not to your
liking? One of the following will fit the
bill! Botanical Walk: tour the floral
displays on campus with a Master
Gardener; Ladies Tea: complete with
homemade goodies; Baseball Game:
our very own Corvallis Knights will
be in town; Craft and Photography
Show: now is the time to peruse all of
the photographs of your car! Model
Competition: from single subjects to
complete dioramas, you make the call!
Downtown Corvallis: shopping, dining, and micro-brew and wine tasting
abound (a great town for just poking
around!) – look for our town sponsors
for special savings! AND don’t forget
da Vinci Days: happening within a
stone’s throw of the campus. (www.
davincidays.org). Billed as a ‘Weekend
of Creativity and Exploration,’ the area
just outside the campus is filled with
films, music, art, science and technology. There are so many activities to
choose from and all in a gorgeous setting of the mid-Willamette Valley.
Welcome to Oregon! Experience
some Western history...and make some
of your own! See you in July!
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Heading Down Old

Route 66 in a ‘72 MGB
to wait, I headed out from rural Slate
Mills to Staunton to pick up my buddy,
John, and we hit the road Saturday
afternoon. Drove to Beckley, West
Virginia, on the interstate in light rain
and got a motel.

Article and images submitted
by Bob Lasater

I

suppose most of us in the old British car community have occasionally had the urge to just “hit the
road.” What could be more iconic
than old Route 66? For many years,
I’ve read about this most famous of
American highways and thought it
would be a great adventure to take
one of my old British cars on a journey down the road.
Living in Virginia, it involves a
trip nearly halfway across the country
to even get to the old road, thus
requiring a bit of planning and time,
and something not to be done on a
whim. Finally, last year, I decided to
actually do it and began planning for
spring of 2012.
My wife doesn’t enjoy long road
trips so I planned to go with a buddy I
have known since college. I have several British cars and my first thought
was to drive my ’64 Jaguar E-Type
coupe, but my friend’s head literally
rubbed the inside of the roof, so that
Bob Lasater and friend are packed and exited.
was a no go. I have a Jensen Interceptoo far from the super slab. Route
tor, which I love, but the fuel costs
66 doesn’t officially exist anymore,
would have been astronomical. I drive
except in Oklahoma which still retains
my ’72 MGB/GT as my basic every-day
a “66” road designation. In other states
driver, so that was going to be it. It’s in
nice condition, has been reliable, looks it has now been replaced by other
road designations so it’s imperative to
good, but is clearly not a concours car.
have good guidebooks. We had two,
The redone seats proved comfortable
plus a book listing anything of interbeyond my wildest expectations and
est. I also had a list of vintage motels,
the Nissan 5-speed gearbox made for
restaurants, and bars on the route,
incredibly relaxed cruising.
plus just basic maps. Old 66 was never
The plan was to drive a section
a single road like modern interstates
of the old road between St. Louis and
Albuquerque, New Mexico, from there, so it has lots of twists and turns, plus
stretches of the old road simply don’t
head north into Colorado, pick up old
exist anymore or are closed to traffic.
Route 50 and take that back to VirginThere have been various alignments
ia. We allotted about two weeks, plus
over the years, so a good guidebook
or minus, and made no reservations;
is critical. Even with two guidebooks,
it seemed best to let things happen at
there were places that were confusing
their own pace.
and a few where we made wrong turns,
Old Route 66 has been replaced
but all-in-all, we followed the books
by several interstates, so one is never
32
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Day 2 - Sun, April 22 - Beckley to
Fenton, Missouri, 581 mi. - The storm
passed during the night and the morning was cloudy and cool, packed up
and headed toward St. Louis on the
interstate. About 580 miles of boring
interstate driving and we booked into
a Motel 6 just west of St. Louis not far

Explorers ready for the Route 66 adventure.

and did ok. Much of the road is marked
with “Historic Route 66” signs but you
can’t rely on them as they often have
been stolen and lots of places don’t
have them. We planned to drive about
160 - 200 miles a day once we picked
up the old road, although one could
easily travel at a much slower pace and
still have plenty to see. We carried an
iPad with cellular internet connection
which came in handy, particularly a
few times when we got lost. We also
put up a daily blog, where we posted
photos and a summary of each day’s
travel. It’s still up and can be found at:
http//72MGon66.wordpress.com.

Finally on old Route 66.

from our rendezvous with old 66.
Day 3 - Mon, April 23 - Fenton to
Springfield, Missouri, 199 mi. - The
morning dawned clear, but cool. A
short distance down I-44, old 66 intersects with the interstate so that was
our official start. Stopped and took a
photo, opened up the guidebooks and
started on the two-lane and promptly
encountered our first malfunction!
The car cut off at a stop sign and there

Day 1 - Sat, April 21 - Slate Mills,
Virginia to Beckley, West Virginia, 224
mi. - We had planned on leaving early
Sunday morning, but with a big storm
predicted and seeing no good reason
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was absolutely no
power whatsoever.
My first thought was
a battery cable had
somehow become
loose – opened up
the battery compartment and all
was tight. From
under the hood,
checked the starter
solenoid where the
main power supply attaches and
everything seemed
tight. Tapped on the
starter connections
and power! Started
up, got down the
A must, Jesse James Wax museum . . . bigger than life.
road maybe a mile
but the power was
our way. A little further on stopped
cutting on and off so pulled over to the at the world’s largest rocking chair,
side of the road and this time looked
not exactly sure why it’s there, but
under the car and there it was – the
presumably for the adjacent souvenir
big brown wire taking power from the
shop. Stopped for breakfast at Dianne’s
hot connection was dangling loose!
Diner in St. James, and was served,
Crimped the push-on connection a
without question, the largest breakfast
little tighter and re-attached. Problem
I have ever seen. Ate half and was full,
solved and we were on our way. If all
saved the other half for lunch.
breakdowns were that simple, we’d be
Crossed lots of great old steel
in good shape.
truss bridges on nearly deserted roads.
There are a lot of odd museums
Stopped for photo op at the Munger
and curious roadside attractions on
Moss Motel; there are a few vintage
the old road. Stopped at the Jesse James motels that have survived and are
Museum, but it didn’t open until June!
prospering by catering to roadies. They
Looked in the windows, took some
are well known and are written up in
photos of their great sign and back on
all the Route 66 books – the Munger
Moss is one such motel. It
was too early to stop for the
night, but after photos and
perusing their souvenir
shop, headed on toward
Springfield and drove by
some great old gas stations
and other relics of the
highway, mostly abandoned long ago.
Booked into the Rest
Haven Court in Springfield – another well-known
landmark motel; inexpensive, neat, clean and we
were treated to an incredLots of old steel truss bridges.
ible neon sign at night.
34
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The vintage Rest Haven Court motel.

Day 4 - Tues, April 24 - Springfield
to Tulsa, Oklahoma, 181 mi. Beautiful morning, still slightly cool. The
landscape is changing – much flatter
and one can see for long distances.
Stopped for gas at an authentic 1950’s
era gas station. A bit further down the
road, stopped at Gary’s Sinclair Station
– it’s not a real gas station anymore,
but rather a Route 66 institution,
souvenir stand, museum, and general
“must see,” run by Gary Turner and
his wife Lelia. Gary relishes in greeting visitors, relating stories about the
old road, showing some of his restored
and unrestored vehicles and seems to
genuinely enjoy meeting people driving the road. While there I discovered
I had stupidly left the MG’s gas cap
lying on top of the gas pump when I
filled up earlier! Stuffed a shop rag into
the filler neck, secured it with a rubber
band and we were on our way.
Not too far down the road saw the
“66 Drive-In Theatre,” had to stop for
a photo op at this well-known Route
66 landmark. While taking photos a
guy comes out of an adjacent build-

ing, turns out he is the owner of
the drive-in and when not operating the theatre in the evenings,
works on his race cars – not a bad
life! He’s into MOPAR drag racing
cars – my Jensen Interceptor has
a MOPAR engine so we hit it off
right away. I vintage race an MGB/
GT, not exactly drag racing but
we must have spent 45 minutes
talking race cars and looking at
his projects. Neat guy. Stopped in
Carthage, Missouri, and toured the
civil war battle museum – I didn’t
even realize there had been a civil
war battle in Carthage! Amazing
what one learns.
So far the road has been
sparsely traveled, encountered very
few other cars, crossed more wonderful 1930’s vintage steel truss
bridges and passed by some great
relics of the road as we headed
into Kansas. Pulled into Galena,
Kansas, and spotted “4 Women on
the Route,” a well known Route 66
diner, souvenir shop and Route 66
landmark. Unfortunately, they weren’t
open but I got a photo. While pulling
into their parking lot I managed to dislodge an exhaust pipe on a big dip! Noticed a lawn mower repair shop across
the street with a guy sitting out front
drinking a Coke – asked him if I could
pull my car into his lot to re-attach my
muffler and he said no problem. He
gets his big floor jack for me and it was
pretty simple to push the exhaust pipe
back on and tighten up the clamp. His
lawn mower repair shop seemed to be
the only functioning business remaining in Galena as everything else appeared to be boarded up or closed and
the lawn mower repair business didn’t
appear to be exactly booming! Maybe
one other vehicle drove down Main
Street while we were there.
There is only about 13 miles of old
66 in Kansas but interesting nonetheless. The visitor center in Baxter
Springs is an old restored gas station
with souvenirs, books, mini-museum,
and several walls where people from
literally all over the world have signed
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their names. Talked for a while
with one of the women at the visitor center and she told us about her
grandfather who owned a store in
Baxter Springs that was robbed by
Bonnie and Clyde back in the ‘30’s
– sort of makes history come to
life. Added our names to the wall
and then back onto the two-lane.
We toured the Coleman
Theater in Miami, Oklahoma – a
grand theater that has been in
continuous operation since 1929.
It has recently been renovated and In Afton, Oklahoma, a restored DX station holds a
what a treat! Currently owned by grand collection of Packards,
a non-profit organization and the
volunteer staff are happy to take
you on a tour. What a beautiful and
spectacular old theater.
Not too far down the road, in
Afton, Oklahoma, we stopped at
a restored DX station that houses
a collection of vintage Packard
automobiles, wonderful, beautifully restored Packards from the
’20’s-50’s. It seems that the owner
and his wife were traveling old
Route 66 and spotted a derelict DX
The icon of Route 66 is this well known“Blue Whale.”
gas station and thought it would
be a great home for their collection
than 30 miles down the road we
of Packards, they bought it, restored it,
encountered a detour – seems the road
so here it is.
was completely closed ahead for some
Stopped at the Blue Whale, true
reason so we had to head south and
1950’s kitsch. It’s a giant whale built as
then west on another road. In addition
part of a recreation area at a small lake.
to the distances being vast out here, so
It’s a real Route 66 icon, featured in all the photo books
and the type of thing they
just don’t create anymore.
In Tulsa, we booked into the
Desert Hills Motel, another
genuine vintage motel with
incredible neon sign. Rooms
were inexpensive, clean, and
right on the route. What a
great day!
Day 5, April 25, Tulsa - El
Reno, Oklahoma, 132 mi. Up early and went to Talley’s
Café for breakfast, a route
66 landmark serving a huge
breakfast special. Getting
out of Tulsa wasn’t bad and
When on Route 66, the Route 66 Museum is appealing.
we headed west. Not more
36
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Glass Auto Works in Oklahoma City.

are the detours, the detour was about
75 miles and caused us to completely
miss Chandler, which has a large and
well known Route 66 museum. Next
major stop was Oklahoma City and
the National Cowboy and Western
Heritage Museum – got thoroughly lost
in Oklahoma City trying to find the
museum, but once we did it was absolutely worth it. A wonderful museum!
Huge and extremely well done, a true
first rate museum; it’s one of those
museums you could literally spend an
entire day in.
I thought I might make an attempt
at finding a replacement gas cap as
long as we were in a big city. I had prudently taken a copy of the NAMGBR
member booklet that also lists recommended British car shops across the
country. The listing for Oklahoma City

was “Glass Auto
Works,” called
and spoke to Mike
Glass and he said
sure come on
by and he could
probably find me
something. Mike
has a great shop,
had several MGBs,
several TDs, and
miscellaneous
other British cars
in the shop. He
found me a gas
cap, put a proper
exhaust clamp on
the pipe that had
come loose the
previous day and
wouldn’t even
let me pay him!
If you are ever in
Oklahoma City
and need service,
check him out. I
called my reliable
parts supplier and
had them ship
Mike a new gas
cap.
We had spent Groom, Texas.
most of the day at
the museum so it was beginning to get
into the late afternoon. Spent a bit of
time in El Reno looking for a
vintage motel, found one but
it was absurdly expensive so
settled into a Days Inn and did
laundry.

Using a shop rag replacing my missing gas cap.
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Day 6, April 26, El Reno –
Groom, Texas, 188 mi. - Day
started off great with a lot of
miles on old two-lane. In Clinton, Oklahoma, we visited the
Route 66 Museum, probably
the best museum devoted to
Route 66. It has just undergone
a comprehensive makeover
and they were putting the
finishing touches on it. Great
displays tracing the history
and culture with artifacts,
video and the obligatory
37

A good afternoon
of cruising down the old
the two-lane, hardly any
other cars, interesting
things to see and beautiful
weather – what could be
better? Decided to look for
a motel in Groom, Texas.
There were the usual chain
motels close to the interstate interchange but the
only vintage motel was
the Chalet Inn. Not sure
how they came up with the
name Chalet for this place,
it was marginal but clean
and as they say – once
you’re asleep, they all look
the same. The high point
was a heavy rain shower
followed by an incredible
rainbow viewed across
miles of flat plain from our
motel room.

An art deco masterpiece in Shamrock TX.

Day 7, Apr 27, Groom –
Tucumcari, New Mexico,
153 mi. - Stopped at The
Grille Restaurant for breakfast – one of those places
where everyone was local
and seemed to know each other, had
a nice conversation with some of the

Corvette in the lobby. On down the
road we stopped at yet another Route
66 museum – not as big as the one in
Clinton but interesting nonetheless.
This particular stretch of 66
crosses a number of streams and rivers
with more old steel truss bridges – the
kind you rarely see anymore. Stopped
in Erick, Oklahoma, to look at a place
with wonderful old signs and peer
into the window of a local curiosity – a
hardware store that closed in the ‘60’s
but still has its merchandise on the
shelves!
Headed on into Texas and stopped
in Shamrock at an old Conoco station
that has been renovated and is now a
visitor center. The structure is a true
Art Deco masterpiece and certainly
makes one realize how gas stations
have evolved from wonderful individualized structures into the monotonous mini-mart /gasoline dispensers
of today.
Gary’s Sinclair - a must stop on the old road.
38
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In Tucumacari, New Mexico its the Blue Swallow is a landmark and slowly fading into history.

locals and then back on the two-lane.
By 9am we were in Amarillo, as luck
would have it, Route 66 goes through
a part of Amarillo filled with antique
shops. So, of course, we had to stop at
“66 Antiques.” Lots of neat stuff, ended up buying a nice piece of old Indian
jewelry for my wife – never go home
empty handed! While there, asked for
directions to Cadillac Ranch just west
of Amarillo and the owner of the shop
drew me a map – seemed simple.
Unfortunately, the hand drawn
map showed a left turn when it was
actually a right turn so we drove
around for a good 15 minutes or so
in the wrong direction before we
stopped and asked and got going in the
right direction. Sure enough, Cadillac Ranch is quite something to see,
a conceptual artwork created in the
1980’s consisting of a number of vintage Cadillacs buried front first with
their tail-fins high in the air. Graffiti is
encouraged so it is constantly changing – a real “must see.”
On down the road, pulled into
the Mid-Point Cafe for lunch. This is
another Route 66 landmark and, as
the name implies, is considered the

The parking lot at the Blue Swallow Motel.

geographic mid-point of Route 66. Had
their hamburger special for lunch – I
don’t eat a lot of hamburgers, but I
made an exception and what a treat! If
everyone made hamburgers like this, I
would eat way too many!
From this point, one must use
the interstate as the old road literally
doesn’t exist except for a few remote
stretches. In a short distance we exited
to explore an isolated section of old
66 that goes into the town of Glenrio,
which is now a true ghost town. Consisting of a couple of abandoned gas
stations, a diner, and what was, at one
time, a large motel, all on a completely
deserted stretch of road. We stopped,
took some photos, walked around a bit
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Cadillac Ranch outside of Amarillo TX

and stood in the middle of a straightas-an-arrow deserted section of old
Route 66 that is rapidly returning to
nature. A place like this really lets your
mind wander and imagine what it
must have been like 40 or 50 years ago.
A bit further on, stopped at Russel’s
Truck Stop / Service Center / Souvenir
Shop and Car Museum, something
for everyone! Nice car museum with
a number of beautifully restored ’50’s
vintage American cars.
Crossed into New Mexico where
old Route 66 picks up again and on
into Tucumcari. Judging from the
number of boarded-up motels this
was once a thriving highway stopover.
At least one of the motels had closed
relatively recently judging from a sign
that said “free wifi internet.” One of
the highlights of the trip was the Blue
Swallow Motel in Tucumcari, a wonderful classic vintage motel featured
in all of the books about Route 66. The
motel has been undergoing a complete
renovation and is now owned by a
delightful couple, Karen and Kevin.
The motel has been in nearly continuous operation since 1939 and is a true
roadside gem. We were traveling pretty
early in the season and had been having no problem finding rooms, but
40

fortunately, while waiting for lunch,
we called and made a reservation –
good thing as we got the last room!
This is one of the most popular motels
on the entire route. We were early
enough to walk around Tucumcari for
a while, visited an antique/junk shop,
bought an old Indian pot (never return
home empty handed), had a nice long
chat with a biker who ran a motorcycle
shop, drove to the town’s car wash
and gave the car a good washing. The
MG was really filthy by this point and
it seemed happier after getting a bath.
Dinner at a local eatery and time to relax with a beer and enjoy the wonderful vintage neon of the Blue Swallow.
Day 8, Apr 28, Tucumcari – Albuquerque, 176 mi. - Beautiful, clear morning, said good-by to Tucumcari and
the Blue Swallow Motel. Heading west
from Tucumcari Route 66 is pretty
much the interstate service road and
basically crosses back and forth from
one side of I-40 to the other; then one
must travel the interstate for a couple
of exits as another stretch of the old
road no longer exists. Eventually,
back on the old road, we encountered
a prominent sign warning motorists
to “watch for livestock on roadway,”
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they are not kidding! Within
minutes we encountered two
cows and a calf lazily walking
across the road. I love cows – we
have cattle on my farm so I’ve
gained a real affection for them,
they are neat animals. On down
the road stopped at another
Route 66 car museum – decided
to forgo the $5 admission and
just looked at the displays in the
large lobby and John bought
more stuff at the gift shop – the
car is now starting to get pretty
full.
Outside of Albuquerque,
stopped at an interesting glider
museum, this sport is apparently very popular out here.
Replacing the second bad fuel pump.
It was here I discovered my
camera was malfunctioning
clean, plus a short walk to Old Town
and failing to focus – quite distressing
Albuquerque – a large area of shops, art
considering the camera was somewhat
galleries and antique stores. We spent
expensive and not very old. Fooled
the rest of the day wandering around
with it for a while and determined it
the galleries and shops (never return
was a lost cause. John had the camera
home empty handed) – the car is now
on his phone so that had to do for the
going to be seriously full.
rest of the trip. Just glad it didn’t pack
Albuquerque marked the end of
up earlier in the trip.
our journey on old Route 66. What
Pulled into Albuquerque just a bit
an incredible experience it had been,
after noon and booked into the Monlots to see and we met some wonderterey Motel – another vintage gem.
ful people. It truly takes one back to a
Incredibly huge room and impeccably

Relics of the road.
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much simpler time before the superslab interstates, a time of mom and
pop motels, eateries and when “service
stations” were just that and traveling
was a completely different experience.
Day 9, Apr 29, Albuquerque NM Santa Fe NM, 63 mi. - Said good-by to
Route 66 and left Albuquerque around
7 to head into Colorado to pick up old
Route 50 for the trip back to Virginia.
Today we encountered our first real
MG break down of the trip. Just north
of Albuquerque, the car looses power
so we pull off on an exit ramp and
stop. With the ignition on I fail to
hear the reassuring click, click, click of
the fuel pump. Further investigation
confirms a bad fuel pump so I dig out
the spare. The first complication arises
as I jack up the car using the factory
jack, this was the first time I had ever
used this particular jack, although I’ve
used them on other MGs. As I wound
up the jack, all it did was detach the
jack socket from the car! Not good!
Nevertheless, went ahead and changed
the fuel pump with the spare – not a
pleasant task performed by the side of
the road without even jacking up the
car. Numerous curse words later the
fuel pump was replaced, car fired up,
pump checked for
leaks and we were
on our way – so we
thought. Literally
within seconds the
car stalls and once
again no reassuring
click, click, click!
Could this be possible? Checked the

Good thing AAA towing is paid up.

electrical connections to confirm and
it was without question the pump! I
had been carrying this spare pump
since I bought the car, probably 5
years or so, it was not a new pump
but was functioning when I packed it
away. In any event, this was not good
situation. I actually had another spare
in the form of an old Facet pump I
had thrown in at the last minute, but
required different plumbing which I
didn’t have. Time to make use of AAA.
The AAA flat bed truck arrived
within about 45 minutes, driven by a
nice and sympathetic guy. I told him
if he could take me anywhere near an
auto parts store I could get the necessary items and was sure
I could get us going.
He said he would have
to drop us at a “AAA
authorized” repair
shop and there was
one near several auto
parts stores. Fortunately it was Sunday, so
the repair shop would

Ghost town of Glenrio.
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has never been
be closed but
replaced by an
the auto parts
interstate so it is
stores open.
still heavily travSure enough,
eled, primarily
near where he
by big semi’s!
deposited us
It’s still mainly
was a Waltwo lane, so it’s
Mart, where
tedious driving
we bought a
when you get
scissors jack
behind a line
and a NAPA
of 18 wheelers.
store where I
Despite that we
bought a new
still managed
Facet fuel
to travel 511
pump, fuel line Odometer hitting 112,000 during trip.
miles today.
and clamps.
Pulled into Dodge City Kansas as it
Within about an hour we were on the
was getting into the late afternoon
road again with the new Facet pump
and thought it would be an interestmerrily clicking away!
ing place to spend the night. Booked
I was now sweaty and grubby, it
into the Wyatt Earp Motor lodge and
was mid-afternoon and in the low
set off to explore Dodge City. There is
90’s, so we decided to call it a day. We
virtually nothing remaining of the old
drove into Santa Fe, booked into a
western town, the oldest part of town
Motel 6, took a shower and drove into
seems to date from the ’20’s.
downtown Santa Fe. Most things were
closed on a Sunday but it was a delight- Day 11, May 1, Dodge City - Jefferson
ful town nonetheless.
City, Missouri, 467 mi. - Up and on
Day 10, Apr 30, Santa Fe - Dodge
City, Kansas, 511 mi. - Headed up the
interstate to pick up the two-lane that
connects to old Route 50. Stunning
scenery, off in the distance were the
snow-capped Rockies and miles and
miles of grazing land. The two-lane
was interesting, not crowded but just
didn’t have the magic of old 66.
Unlike old Route 66, Route 50

The MidPoint Cafe is the mid-point on Route 66.

the road bright and early, the two-lane
Route 50 is still heavily traveled by big
semi’s, so we definitely made use of the
occasional passing lanes. The land is as
flat as a pool table and one can see for
vast distances and the road incredibly
straight. A number of huge wind farms
out here integrated into farmland, all
around the wind turbines are crops –
what a great use of land. The expanse
of the land is incredible – it truly
makes one appreciate what it must
have been like to have traversed this
part of the country on horseback
or wagon or even Model T, what a
daunting task that must have been.
We were going to be passing by
Kansas City, so I thought I might
take the opportunity to see if we
could get the oil changed. Referred
to the NAMGBR directory list of
shops and called Foreign Car Enterprise in Kansas City – they said no
problem, bring her in. Found the
shop in a somewhat odd part of town
but Craig and his crew at Foreign Car
Enterprise were delightful people.
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They had the oil and filter
changed in short order
while someone showed us
around their shop. Several
nice restorations going on
and they were just finishing
up a beautiful TR-4A.

Keeping Your Cool in a Cool Car

Day 12, May 2, Jefferson
City – Huntington, West
Virginia, 584 mi. - Jefferson
City to St. Louis was our
last stretch of two-lane.
We decided to take the
interstate from St. Louis on
home, Route 50 would have
been nicer if there weren’t
so many semi’s but it was
now becoming tiresome.
Picked up I-44, crossed
Diane’s Diner home to huge breakfasts.
the Mississippi River. The
component would fail and leave you
land and scenery began feeling much
dead in the water and a spare can be
more like home. The rest of the day
easily carried, one should take a spare
was boring interstate driving with the
– I also learned the hard way, to make
traffic becoming heavier. Booked into
sure of the condition of the spares!
a Super 8 in Huntington West Virginia
that actually had an indoor swimming Other than that, the MG was great –
just cruised along with just a couple
pool so I was, at last, able to use the
of minor hiccups. The high altitudes
swimming trunks I had been carrying
out west played havoc with carburetor
the entire trip.
mixture and I suppose I could have
Day 13, May 2, Huntington - Home,
readjusted the carbs for the altitude
348 mi. - This was the return home
but I didn’t bother.
day. We were both ready to get home,
I was a bit surprised that we did
particularly now that it was interstate
not see another single classic car on
driving. We were in Staunton before
old Route 66. We saw a Healey 3000
noon, and I was home on the farm by
driving down Main Street in Tucumca2pm. What a trip, 4,200 miles. Some
ri but Kevin at the motel told us he was
incredible sights and experiences. Old
a local. My MGB is not air-conditioned
Route 66 was everything I had imagso we wanted to do this trip before the
ined. There are an amazing number
peak of summer and it’s a good thing!
of things to see and experience and it
The temperatures were mostly perfect,
made for some wonderful memories.
in the 70’s and 80’s although it did
It truly does make one reflect on how
get into the 90’s in New Mexico – and
road travel has changed.
this was the end of April! I couldn’t
A few thoughts on a trip like this
imagine doing this trip in July or
in a 40-year-old MG: my car has a
August, the heat must be just unbeliev5-speed gearbox so cruising at 70 - 80
able – even in an air-conditioned car,
was effortless. The seats have been
you would never want to stop, get out,
re-done with new foam, etc, and I was
walk around and explore – which is
absolutely astonished at how comfortone of the delights of a trip like this.
able they were – not once did I get a
One final note on preparation – make
cramp or ache and I’m nearly 6’ 1”.
sure your AAA towing is paid up and
Spare parts are essential, even for just
the NAMGBR club directory is in the
piece of mind. My attitude is that if a
glovebox. What a great trip!
44
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A look at the finished installation.

By Ken Vandruff
Wichita British Car Club

T

he quest to put air conditioning in our 1977 MGB started
on a sweltering drive home to
Wichita, Kansas, from a British car
show in Carthage, Missouri, in July
2011. I was learning first hand that as
I fight colon cancer, that summer heat
and taking chemo is really a horrible
combination.
Out of concern for my well-being,
my wife Tammy said, “If we’re going
to take this car on any long trips next
summer, we’re getting air conditioning!” I’ll admit that the first time I saw
an MGB with a/c, I asked myself why?
Then I also got to thinking that Miatas
have a/c, so why not our MGB? Besides,
there were dealer-installed a/c kits
back in the day.
Easy, I thought. I knew that Moss

Motors had a kit for chrome bumper
MGBs. Unfortunately, there was no
kit for a ’77 like mine. I saw a couple of
websites advertising a/c kits for classic
cars – usually for American iron. I
began to think this was going to be a
piece-it-together project. I spent most
of the winter researching the best way
to put cool air into my B’s cockpit.
Then I found a kit for rubber bumper MGBs at britishac.com. One complication – the kit used V-belts and I have
a supercharger with a serpentine belt.
As it turns out they also had a kit using
serpentine belt for a chrome bumper
B. Britishac.com agreed to send a rubber
bumper kit substituting the serpentine
belt set up rather than V-belt.
A couple of phone calls later, britishac.com assured me they could put
together a kit combining the a/c system parts to fit my rubber bumper car
with the parts needed for a serpentine
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that was easily
belt. I placed
half the needed
the order. That’s
length. Britwhen the fun
ishac.com was
really started.
not able to tell
By the time
me the meaI placed the
surement of the
order, there was
needed belt and
less than two
insisted the part
months before
number was
we were due to
correct. Then
leave for MG
we discovered a
2012 in Dillard,
crucial piece of
Georgia.
the kit’s mountI can’t say
ing bracket
enough about
assembly was
the effort that
missing. A franmy friend
tic call requestHank Brillhart
ing the missing
put into this
piece went
project. He had
unreturned.
experience with
Moss
air conditioning Bob Barrett (left) assisted Hank Brillhart (right)
Motors to the
systems, plus his with portions of the air conditioner installation.
rescue! Kelvin
knowledge of
Dodd at Moss
electrical wiring
was willing
proved invaluto sell me the
able. This project
compressor
would not have
mounting
been completed
brackets and
without him.
serpentine belt
Installation
out of Moss’ a/c
started smoothly
kit for chrome
enough until
bumper Bs
Hank and I tried
with a superto make sense of
charger. It took
the two sets of
some adapting,
instructions that
but compressor
came with the
was in place
kit. Phone calls
with all pulleys
asking for clariand belt lined
fications were
up.
answered with
Reposi“let us call you
tioning the
back” responses
radiator was
with no return
Ken Vandruff connects air ducts as part of the interior
expected.
Othcalls.
side of the installation project.
er unexpected
The kit did
modifications
not include a
slowed the installation. The condenser
new serpentine belt, which I knew
did not line up as depicted in the inwould be needed since we were obvistructions. The evaporator case had to
ously adding additional pulleys to
be heated and slightly warped to clear
run the a/c compressor. I was given a
the windshield wiper motor under the
part number to use at the local parts
store – a number that matched to a belt dash. Then the pipes for the refriger46
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Detail showing two of the four new relays added to the wiring harness
to control the electrical demands of the new air conditioning system.

ant lines out of the condenser needed
some additional bending. Hank spent
a lot of time fitting and re-fitting.
The plumbing and parts were
finally in place and it was time for
wiring – and another delay. A dreaded
previous owner had rerouted a main
electrical circuit through a tiny
18-gauge wire. It had been that way
since before I bought the car – and
it should have caused a fire! Hank
cleaned up the wiring harness and
installed a series of relays to handle
the extra electrical demand of the a/c
system and the cooling fan installed to
help factory radiator fans.
After more than two weeks of
hard work, frustration and a few new
combinations of curse words, my MGB
had a/c! It was great! Cold air blasting
through the vents! We were ready for
the hot weather we expected to and
from Georgia. As it turned out, the
weather was cool enough that we really didn’t need air conditioning. I felt
guilty that Hank had put a huge effort
into getting through all of the problems and finishing the installation.
The only time we used it during
the Georgia trip was one afternoon on
the drive to Dillard then on our way
home to defog the windshield during

a Tennessee rainstorm. Well there was
that last day of the trip when we drove
across the Kansas plains in 100-degree
heat.
The heat wave of 2012 ultimately
gave us plenty of chances to use air
conditioning. I was disappointed that
using the a/c meant driving with the
top up. But as I mentioned earlier,
summer heat and chemo do not mix.
Putting up the top and turning on the
a/c made it possible to enjoy driving
our MG all summer instead of leaving
it in the shed.
My wife and I got plenty of ribbing from fellow British Car Club of
Wichita members. They wanted to
know if we needed blankets while using the a/c. We told them – absolutely!
Having a supercharger eliminated
any concern about losing power while
using the a/c. I did slightly increase
idle speed with a/c off to 1,000 RPM
to compensate for running the a/c
while at a stop light, but otherwise I’ve
noticed no loss of performance at city
or highways speeds.
One thing that I have noticed is
that the engine temperature tends
to run a little higher than straightup normal while using the a/c. This
usually occurs on really hot days. The
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Spare Parts

The ac compressor attaches to engine block using existing alternator mounting points then the
alternator is mounted to brackets connected to the compressor.

extra electric fan mounted behind the
radiator helps the factory fans keep the
air moving through the radiator, even
when idling at a stop light, and the
cooling system is up to the task.
Throughout the summer, having
the a/c meant the difference between
driving the MG to a club event or
leaving it home. Even with all of the
frustration and delays, the final installation looks as if it has always belonged
under the hood. I’m told the a/c kits
for chrome bumper Bs do not have the
frustrations that we ran into on my
rubber bumper. Maybe vendors will
work out those difficulties and someone will finally offer a bolt-in kit for
either v-belt or serpentine set ups that
is truly bolt-in.
Would I recommend it for other
rubber bumper B owners? Yes – IF
you’re ready to do your research and
if you’re prepared to plan for plenty of
extra installation time. Assume you
will face modifications even when a
vendor claims the kit is bolt-in. It also
helps to have a friend like Hank – especially if you don’t have a lot of experience with air conditioning.
With time and patience, you’ll
end up with the convenience of air
48

conditioning that will allow you to
drive your MG on a hot summer day.
You’ll drive with the top up, but at
least you won’t be saturated with sweat
before you get a mile down the road.
Air conditioning was a great addition to my car, especially since she’s
a driver and definitely not a trailer
queen. We’ve driven her on trips to
Georgia and North Carolina. She’s
been driven to San Francisco and
Reno. Inside the cockpit, the system
installed in our B looks very similar to
the dealer-installed kits that I’ve seen
in MGBs restored to concours condition. Under the hood, it uses the modern compressor used by today’s cars.
During the time we’ve owned our
B, I’ve made several resto-mods – fivespeed gearbox, rear disc brake conversion and a supercharger. Each one has
added a modern touch to the classic
roadster. Driving it puts the same silly
grin on my face that I’ve gotten since
the first time I drove an MG. Don’t get
me wrong. Going topless down the
road is always my preferred choice.
Adding air conditioning just gives me
a little more flexibility. Besides, Miatas
have a/c, so why not an MG?
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Some of the workshop or garage spare parts going into the attic for “Sammy,” the 1974 Spitfire.

By Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

S

pare parts for our MGs, and other
LBCs (Little British Cars), come in
four varieties. The first three are
of the workshop or garage variety, and
the last are of the onboard variety. This
article is about the latter, but we’re going to touch on the former first.
The first category of workshop
or garage spare parts are the parts set
aside while tearing down your car in a
fit of manic activity. You HAVE to keep
these parts especially if the car was
a non-runner, because you may not
know if the parts were functioning,
meaning that they are candidates for
bench services or perhaps cores. The
attic in Diane’s and my garage is full of
this category from ‘Sammy’ the 1974
Spitfire that came to us in a basket on
a trailer. These parts are full of history,
mainly the little bits of missing paint
and screw marks, which will guide us
in replacing them on our completed
project.
Removed parts that are no longer
serviceable, so you have replacements
already sourced, are the next category

of workshop or garage spare parts. This
subset may be considered attachment
therapy by a spouse or loved one, but
in reality the components are kept in
case some clue exists on them that
will not be apparent on the replacement part. They will end up in the
trash once that portion of the car is
reassembled. A good example of this
category is an old wiring harness
once the car has been rewired with
its replacement… of course, all the
useable bullets and British electrical
industry parts will be stripped off and
the longer lengths of colored wire will
be saved in baggies prior to disposal,
calling into question just how much
of the harness actually makes it to the
trash bin.
The final category of workshop
or garage spare parts are the excellent
New Old Stock (NOS- original manufactured and packaged spares) or suitable refurbished parts (clean, painted
and boxed) that are ‘just in case’. I have
a starter for ‘Tommy’ the 1952 TD in
such condition, even though I’ve never
known a TD starter to fail if I keep the
depth of the grooves in the commutator clean, and renew the brushes once
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to fix a car they have never
seen before’.
In the case of Tommy’s
9x13 parts carrier, a list
of the contents is maintained on an Excel spread
sheet so if the parts are
used they can be easily
replaced. Amazingly, the
parts have raised in price
from $257.80 in August of
2000, to $419.95 in August
2011, a sum that caused me
to increase my insurance
coverage on the car. The
parts consist of ignition
parts (sans a distributor),
The total spare parts kit for Tommy, the 1952 TD. We’ve been to fuel pump points, brushes
Niagara Falls and back in Tommy with this kit, and a mutual aid for the starter and alternadirectory!
tor, and a myriad of gaskets
for various engine cooling
in a blue moon. I have a great friend
and oil needs. There are also spare fuel
with two nearly identical XPAG motor
and oil lines, clutch return springs and
water pumps, one designated for the
their ilk.
TB and one for the TD. Honestly, with
Frankly, the gaskets in Tommy’s
the miles some cars are driven, pumps
spare parts kit violate my most imporsuch as these will be existing on a shelf
tant rule of thumb regarding spares,
for a much longer time then they will
that being if you can make the part on
ever be mounted to the front of an
the side of a road, you shouldn’t carry
engine.
it. Since you can make a serviceable
But the category of interest for this
gasket using a ball peen hammer and a
article is those carried in the boot or
bit of brown paper, why carry gaskets?
the spares compartment of your car.
Well, to give away to owners of broken
The entire stock of spares for ‘Tommy’
down cars of course. At every GOF
the TD is carried in a 9x13 Tupperware
there is someone who has to replace
cake carrier stolen from the automoa major component on his or her car.
tive restoration area of the house
Because no one is carrying say, a spare
where food is sometimes prepared. The
water pump that works, the part has to
carrier has handles, is fairly waterbe overnighted to the event and then
proof, and is deep enough to take the
replaced. No one ever remembers to
tallest part laying on its side. I have
order a gasket, and I notice they cringe
friends who also own T-Series cars,
when I take their brand new water
and with the lack of a boot, almost all
pump and start tapping on the flange
of them have spares containers, from
with a ball peen hammer to use the
surplus ammo boxes to canvas sacks
sharp edges of the flange to cut a new
full of parts that they are convinced
brown paper gasket. So I carry a bunch
they may someday need to complete a
of gaskets in the bottom of the ‘borjourney.
rowed’ carrier.
The two theories regarding spare
Spare part lists don’t include sunparts are ‘parts that can be replaced
dries items that need to be carried for
on the roadside with a reasonable tool
roadside repairs. Someone who takes
kit’ and ‘parts that can be replaced on
off in a TD without a nice assortment
a lift by a competent shop, but I carry
BSF (British Stand Fine) fasteners; or
them anyway so I can give them to a
in an MGB, without those of #10, 1/4
competent shop when they are trying
50
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and 5/16 UNF sizes is asking for
trouble. Spare electrical wire,
black sealable tape and cotton
swaps are also a good idea, along
with Permatex #2 Form a Gasket
sealant.
Specialty tools are needed
in the kit, but they don’t count
as spares either, they are tools.
Feeler gauges for setting point
gaps, spark plug sockets, and the
aforementioned ball peen hammer are essential even though
they don’t qualify for our spare
parts list. Finally the knowledge
to install a spare part is needed
as well, not knowing how to
put new brushes in a generator
This is one of those ball peen hammer and a brown paor points in a fuel pump may
per on a flange gaskets that you can make in the field.
render the spare part useless.
The designers of the MGB
for brake drums, axle shafts, and other
were foresighted enough to provide
heavy gear such as alternators and
space in a bunch of places not previstarters. It all adds up. If it is a common
ously available in other MGs. The
spare tire comes to mind, when turned part that you can overnight ship into
your breakdown area, then the best
upside down (Rostyle) with an approthings to do is put the Moss Catalog on
priately shortened hold down lug, you
your smart-phone, or carry a hard copy
have at least a cubic foot of available
and your credit card in one of the cubspace. Converting to a single 12 volt
bies of the car, along with your favorite
battery and adding one of the battery
mutual aid directory, because of the
cases to the area just behind the driver
aforementioned workshop or garage
yields another healthy storage area.
variety of spare parts.
Even the engine bay has a spot or two
for a spare bit or a pair of sandals. But
An MGB can be made to be incredbest of all, the boot is spacious and
ibly reliable in all of its systems, but
lends itself well to soft sided luggage
as experienced pilots say about light
and storage. There is however a big caairplanes, “if you have to be back on a
veat. The designers also planned that
certain day, take a car or the airlines”.
the allowable passenger and luggage
Same with the MGB: if you are on a
weight after full fuel is something in
tight schedule that doesn’t allow for
the order of 450 lbs. Two decent sized
a down day or so waiting on a part,
people with their luggage will overdrive your modern car or fly to your
whelm this number in short order. The destination. When driving in a group
typical medium suitcase weighs 25 lbs
of cars, you may want to coordinate a
when filled, and if you are like me, and few spare parts among the members
carry a reasonable weight on a six foot
such as an alternator or a starter. In
three frame, well let’s just say it was
that case, it might be the only spare
my fault that Diane and I had a dispart that is carried in that car. I also
agreement regarding her extra sandals
am aware that some people, while in a
when packing for Gatlinburg in 2006.
caravan, will embark without a spare
In other words, just because you
tire and assign one or two drivers to
can get a rear axle and differential in
carry them. But that action in some
the boot of the MGB doesn’t mean you
states is not legal. So, outside of special
should carry one for spares. That goes
cases noted, here is my list for spares in
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sets in.
an MGB, with a few additional notes
about other MG models tossed in:
Gaskets
Spare Tire
Water pump, thermostat elbow,
Either the SAAB space saver spare, or
intake/exhaust, a pair of carb to
the appropriately sized spare, balanced manifold gaskets (or four, or six, don’t
and inflated to 36 psi. You can let a bit
forget about the heat shield joints and
of air out when you mount it.
spacers) and a pair of carb to air cleaner
Points
gaskets. On a B-Series engine, not
For both the distributor (and if you are
much else will fall into the realm of
running Pertronix a proper plate to infield repair that requires a gasket.
stall the points) and for the fuel pump,
Oil Line
if the pump isn’t solid state.
Get the one from the block to the fireRotor
wall fitting, if so equipped. They can
Source one of Advanced Distributor’s
and do fail.
orange rotors. Get one of their conCarburetor
densers while you are at it.
A bottle of dash pot damper oil.
Distributor Cap
Perhaps a gland seal for the jet to float
You would be surprised at how often
bowl connection, #10-24 cheese head
the cap develops a problem which
screws, and a float. On the HS series
requires a quick replacement. If you
not much else is serviceable. For the ZS
have the older style, have some spare
a diaphragm is advisable. If you have
screw-in terminals.
an earlier H series set in your MGA or
Fan Belt
T-Series, pick up the jet bearing kit and
I really like the segmented style of belt, the washers for the float bowl to the
especially when the car is generator
carb body and the float bowl lid.
equipped. They run with less tension.
Washers
An air pump belt isn’t usually needed,
For the fuel line banjos at the fuel
but if the air pump seizes, it will often
pump, if you are equipped that way.
take out the fan belt.
Oil
Starter Brushes
Two quarts of oil. A little known fact
A bit of emery cloth on the commuis that any LBC engine, after dumping
tator and new brushes can bring a
its entire sump due to an oil gasket or
starter back to life. If you are running a oil line failure can march into the next
generator, a set of brushes for that unit
town with as little as two quarts oil in
may also come in handy.
its sump.
Radiator Hoses
Fuses
There are a lot of reasons that a raJust because there are a couple of spare
diator, thermostat housing or a water
fuses in the cavities of the fuse box,
pump may have
doesn’t mean you
to come apart.
can’t carry a few
When they do,
more.
the hoses can
That just
shred. Pick up
about sums it up.
some heater hose
And for those
lengths as well.
who do travel
Core Plugs
with heavy spare
Freeze plugs (they
allotments, well
aren’t, but people
good for you! But
sometimes call
just think of the
them that) core
increase in fuel
plugs, welsh
mileage if you
plugs… whatever, This is the primary reason we carry only the abso- empty some of
they often leak
lute spare parts we need. This is from our trip this
those cubbies!
when corrosion
past summer to Chicago.
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Post-Abingdon MG Register

Mark Jones.

Aritcle and images provided
by Mark Jones

G

reetings Everyone! You may
remember that I had an article
published in May/June 2012
issue of the MGB Driver on owning
an MGF in Canada. Since then I have
been thinking about ways of promoting the ownership of modern MG’s in
Canada and the US. Back in December, I wrote to Richard Liddick asking
if the NAMGBR had ever considered
adding a register. Richard replied that
the idea had been considered but no
one had stepped up to take on the role
of the Registrar, and promptly asked
if I would be interested. After a bit of
thought I have volunteered to take on
the position as the Coordinator of the
new “Post Abingdon Register”.
I remember as a kid seeing MGs,
Triumphs, etc., being driven regularly
and wanting one of these little sports
cars. I bought my first MG, a 1973
MGB/GT, in 1998 at the age of 30. It
was shortly afterwards that I bought
a copy of “MG by McComb” and
learned of the MGF and wondered why

they were not imported. I have wanted
one ever since. On May 18, 2011, that
dream became a reality when I bought
a Amaranth-coloured 1995 MGF from
MGF Cars in Ayr, Ontario.
I joined the NAMGBR in late 1998.
I am active in a couple of local British
car clubs, including stints as President
of one. Recently I have wondered how
to promote the idea of MG, or any
British car marque, ownership to the
next generation of classic car owners.
I think one way is to promote the fact
that MG still exists and to promote the
later MGs as an option. I also think
that there is a certain demographic
that may find a more modern MG
more to their liking.
My vision for the Post Abingdon
Register is to promote the reality that
MG cars continued to be produced
after 1980, such as the 1982-90 Metro,
the 1982-91 Maestro, the 1985-91
Montego, 1993-95 RV8, and the 19952010 MGF/TF, to name just a few. I also
envision the Post Abingdon Register as
a resource to help people who aspire to
own a more modern MG, from tips to
importing a car, to service information
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I Wish I’d Never Sold My Good Old MG

T

MGFs at British Car Days Bronte Provincial Park Sept 2012.

and parts.
In Canada, a car over 15 years old
can be imported without having to
comply with the Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Act. As of the end of 2012, this
means all Metro, Maestro, Montego,
RV8, and 1995 to 1997 MGF’s. For basic
information on importing a vehicle
into Canada visit: www.tc.gc.ca/eng/
menu.htm and search “Vehicle Importation”.
In the USA, a car over 25 years old
can be imported without having to
comply with all applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. As of the
end of 2012, 1987 and earlier Metros,
Maestros, and Montegos fall under
the over 25 year rule. A good site for
information on NHTSA rules, vehicle
importation and certification requirements visit: www.nhtsa.gov/cars/rules/
import.
In terms of the number of post
Abingdon cars in North America, it’s
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hard to say at this point but hopefully
I will be able to collect better data in
time. Here’s a list of the models I do
know of. USA: There are at least three
MG Metros, one Austin Maestro, one
MG RV8, and a 2004 MG ZT-T. Canada: There is at least one MG Metro,
four MG RV8s, and over 25 MGFs. The
vast majority of the cars have been imported by individuals, either from the
UK or Japan. Mexico: Starting in the
summer of 2002, MG Rover re-entered
the Mexico market, where the Rover
75, the MG ZT, MG ZT-T and the MG
TF models were sold until MG Rover
ceased production in 2005. Spares are
readily available from the UK for these
cars as well as two sources in Canada.
There are many used parts suppliers in
the UK.
If you have any questions or comments about the post Abingdon MG’s
please don’t hesitate to contact me; I’d
love to hear from you.
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hey say that to write a good song you
should understand your topic. I have
owned and sold an MGB, MGA, MG
Midget and an MGTC. I still own my TD (see
picture attached taken somewhere in Nevada on
our way to MG 2011, in Reno) as well as a ‘32
MGJ2 which I have been restoring on and off
since 1994. I have written several MG songs,
but “I Wish I’d Never Sold My Good Old MG” is
the one that most MG owners can associate
with because most of us who drive our cars a
lot have been in this situation. Fortunately
and incredibly there are still so many good
MGs available at reasonable prices that anyone
who really misses the MG experience can still
get one. To view a video of me performing the
song, google: You-Tube “I Wish I’d Never Sold
Music and Lyrics by Mark Evenchick
My Good Old MG”
CD FEEDS FAMILIES
Every time I am out in my MGB
All proceeds from sales
Someone wanders over he says pardon me
of Incident at the Hang Dog
I used to drive one of those it was British Racing Green
Saloon support the Ottawa
I wish I’d never sold my good old MGB
Food Bank.
(Chorus)

Hunger in Ottawa is not
unique to a specific group of
Oh how I used to love that car when I was young and free
people. Among the on averBut you know how it is wife and house and family
age 43,000 people per month
Now every time I see one oh golly woe is me
the Ottawa Food Bank helps,
I wish I’d never sold my good old good old MG
there is a world of diversity.
They have clients of every
Every time that I am out in my MGA
race, sex, part of the city, and
Fella rolls down his car window he hollers hey
age – including the 37 % of
I used to have one of those on my younger days
whom are children. Some
I wish I’d never sold my good old MGA
work, while others don’t.
Some live alone, others live
(Chorus)
with families. Some have
homes, and some sleep in
Every time I am out in my MG Midget
shelters. There is no “type”
A lady gets all teary she’ll stammer and she’ll fidget
when it comes to hunger, and
She’ll say I used to drive one of those but it broke and I couldn’t fix it whether someone gets their
I wish I’d never sold my good old MG Midget
food from a major shelter or
a smaller food bank, it is the
(Chorus - change second line to:
Ottawa Food Bank’s comBut you know how it is house and man and family)
mitment to continue to help
those in our community who
There’s a moral to this story you knew there had to be
are the most vulnerable.
Sometimes we have to sell some stuff to get the cash we need
I’d sell my kitchen table my sofa and TV
But I’d never ever sell my good old MG
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You can purchase this
CD at: markevenchick.com
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Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
John,
I am replacing a Lucas 25D distributor with a 45D E distributor on my 1975
Midget. It has three wires brown-black
and a steel un-insulated wire. How do I
wire this to a new 4 post voltage regulator?
Thanks, —Rex Smith
Rex,
The Lucas 25D distributor uses
points. The one wire from the points
is fitted to the negative post on the
coil with a WHITE/BLACK wire. The
Lucas 45D E distributor originally had
a three wire loom – WHITE, WHITE/
BLUE, and WHITE/BLACK. This loom
had a three pin connector and was
joined to a complementary connector from the wiring loom.
The WHITE was battery voltage,
the WHITE/BLUE was connected
through a drive resistor and supplied
about 6-volts, and the WHITE/BLACK
was the switching lead connected
to the negative post on the coil. The
45DE distributor had a square amplifier unit on it with a green plastic
end. The rule of thumb is that ALL of
these original units have failed. That
is my guess with yours – as the colors
of the wires from the unit are not factory specification. But which replacement unit was fitted to your 45DE is a
mystery to me! If it were me, I would
fit new points to the 25D unit and use
that.
You can always make points
work – but electronic units eventually fail. That said, the Pertronix units
are dynamite. They work excellently
and the failure rate is extremely low.
When you do fit a working distributor, set the timing at 32-BTDC at full
mechanical advance (around 4,000
rpm) with the vacuum disconnected.
The voltage regulator you mention, if
it is a voltage regulator, would be for
the alternator.
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John,
I recently wrote you a note regarding
my ignition light which comes on when I
move the key to the off position from the
second position. I made some progress.
The new wire that put in from the alternator to the ignition light is red. The wire to
the radio is also red. I think it’s wonderful
that the MGB people used the color codes
for the wires.
The red wire which should be brown/
yellow that goes from the alternator to
the ignition light is correctly connected.
It’s the radio wire that is soldered to the
white wire that goes from the ignition
switch and then to a green wire. I cut the
red radio wire that goes to the white wire.
The part that connects to the green wire
fell off. The good part is the car works fine.
I’m replacing the ignition switch anyway.
The green/white wire that should go to
the radio doesn’t seem to have any juice. I
used an ohm meter with the electricity off
to see that somehow the green white wire
is cut. This has been a wonderful learning
experience.
—Steve Kutney
Steve,
The ignition switch on your 1980
has four positions. In the OFF position, the BROWN (hot) is connected
to the SLATE wire which powers the
anti-run-on valve. In the first position, the BROWN is connected to the
WHITE/GREEN wire which powers
the radio. In the second position the
BROWN is connected to the WHITE/
GREEN and the WHITE. The WHITE,
in turn, powers the fuel pump, coil,
and a relay which switches on everything (brake lights, turn signals,
heater motor, wiper motor....). In the
third (START) position, the BROWN
disconnects from the WHITE/GREEN
but continues to power the WHITE –
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and, it energizes the WHITE/RED wire
which runs the starter motor circuit.
By connecting the WHITE wire to
another power source (it is unclear
where your GREEN wire was connected), the ignition may have never
really been cut off, hence the ignition
light remaining ON.
I doubt you really need another
ignition switch, so don’t throw away
your original in case the new one
fails!
John,
First of all, thank you so much for
your excellent videos and the information you provide on these wonderful little
cars. As I’ve just recently acquired my car
this info has been very helpful in not only
troubleshooting but understanding my car
better.
One of the things I’ve always found
helpful is listening to the car, a 1971
Midget. I know I’ve got a lot of tuning to
do but having a hard time of identifying
what areas to tackle without knowing
what the car should sound like. I know it
would be a huge effort but if there were
videos that compared engine sounds with
common issues to a well-tuned one I think
it would be very helpful. Most videos I’ve
found have been modified engines or
“first-start” that don’t give a good reference point.
Just a suggestion for a different angle
on tuning. (see how I avoided using a
“Twist” pun there?)
And thanks again, —
 Jeffrey Jankosky
Jeffrey,
Thanks for your kind comments!
Whether it is the “martini effect”
or what, it is all but impossible to
correctly record sounds so that the
listener has a clue. Years ago I had a
fellow place a tape recorder on top of
the air cleaner of his Magnette and
record the engine sounds. When I listened to it, it might as well have been
the sound of a jet engine. I couldn’t
begin to discern which sound was
which. So, it comes down to trying
to explain the sounds with words – a
difficult job in any event.
A faulty water pump sounds like
a lot of gravel in a rotating can. A
loose tappet has a reciprocating tick

which is slower than engine rpm.
Piston slap sounds like the engine
is about to come apart – sort of like
an idling diesel engine. A knock
under acceleration is often a faulty
rod bearing, but a pinging under acceleration is from the timing which is
too far advanced. A whistling on deceleration is a vacuum leak. Spitting
or coughing on slight acceleration is
caused by retarded timing or a lean
mixture. Gosh – there are probably
twenty more sounds if I were to
think about them – I wrote an article
for the MGB Driver some years ago
titled “Zizzes, Clunks, and Rattles”
(something like that) but that encompassed sounds from the entire
vehicle. Your comments are very well
taken, however, as the engine is always talking to you and by listening
you can understand so much.
John,
Unfortunately I have had no luck
in tracing the cars previous history. UK
Heritage can only advise the car was dispatched to the USA on 26 January 1974.
Chassis GHN5UE340202 G, engine #
18V672ZL33795.
To date, the restoration is proceeding
well (as time & money permit), however I
am unable to acquire or sight the retaining clip/spring or bracket for the oil gauge.
It appears there were only a very limited
number of cars other than those sent to
the USA which had square gauges and
very few sent to Australia. I would be very
appreciative if you could assist with any
info or photo of what is required.
Thanking you in anticipation of your
response,
—Harry Cox
Harry,
The picture attached with your
email shows a rectangular mechanical oil pressure gauge common to
all US / California / Canadian MGBs
1972-1976. This gauge was supported
on two studs with a stylized tall
round nut with a screwdriver slot on
the end. My guess is that the thread
is either 10-32 (really 2BA) or it could
be 4BA, but that’s pretty small, so I
doubt it. I don’t have a dash easily
available to examine.
I looked through our extensive
VIN file and found a car previous
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to yours: GHN 5UE340156G, engine
18V672Z L24971, body MGBU 607176,
commission number G23N095975Z.
The one following yours is
GHN5UE340 277. Both were built in
1/74. The latter on we have listed as
Bronze Yellow.
John,
The springs for the throttle stop screw
on the SU carbs on the 74 Midget where
can I get them?
On my 1980 MGB LE the car has sat
for ten years it now has a new fuel pump
the car will run, but looks like it’s burning
coal ,much of the emissions stuff is gone
along with the air filter, which would be
the best and cheapest way to go? P.S. – the
engine doesn’t sound bad – no oil smoke
and no rattles (also no cat on this car).
Thank you for your help, —Woody
Woody,
You can purchase the carburetor adjuster screw springs (AUC
2451) from MossMotors.com or from
JoeCurto.com. If I were you, I’d find a
set of original air filters as those have
the greatest cross section of filtering
surface and use inexpensive paper
filter elements. If you want to send
me a digital picture of the engine bay
– several shots from several angles,
I can tell you if the emission control
system has been disconnected properly – for if it has been improperly
removed or plugged it may make the
engine smoke. Catalytic converters
were not fitted until after 1975.
Mr. Twist,
I have a 1980 MGB and that has had
HS4s installed for many years. I recently
purchased a Zenith Stromberg 175 CD2
with the long-term thought of returning
the car to its original configuration somewhere down the road. This particular carb
was removed from a 1977 MGB. I noticed
that the idle air regulator is not installed
on the carb and that the port has been
sealed with some sort of epoxy-like material. My first thought was to simply clean
out the port and install a new regulator,
but then I got to wondering why it was
removed in the first place. I also noticed
that the Haynes repair manual says “if
installed” when it refers to that piece.
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Question – should I clean out the port and
install a new regulator or is it better to
leave it removed and the carb sealed?
Thank you, —Bob Finley
Bob,
First of all, I’d leave the HS4s on
the MGB. If you do the math, the
twin 1 1/2” throats offer half again
the cross sectional area of the single
175 Stromberg (the 175 stands for 1.75
inches). Further, the air flow is much
more direct into the cylinders and
doesn’t have to turn those dramatic
90-degree corners as it does in the
Stromberg manifold. Then, too, the
exhaust is plumbed out of the engine
in a double Y-manifold (if you’re
using the factory exhaust manifold)
instead of doing about a 180-degree
turn as it does on the Stromberg
manifold. I LOVE the twin SU carbs!
The idle air regulator is for mixing a little more air to the mixture –
added beyond the gasoline metering
needle. This is necessary to meet idle
air emissions. In practice, I usually
shut that valve all the way down
when I’m tuning a Stromberg for
performance (We have no emission
regulations in Michigan for our MGs).
If your goal is to return the car
to factory specification, then you
WILL want the idle air control as it
was fitted to all Federal, California,
and Canadian spec MGBs. There
are plenty of Strombergs available
at swap meets and on eBay, so your
time is probably better spent doing
something other than clearing the JB
weld out of the air holes in that existing carb.
John,
I have a 1973 MGB with a newer
motor in it, I think it is a 75-78. It doesn’t
have the tack gear on the driver side and it
has the Weber carb on it. The question is
on the rocker assembly there is a shim that
was on it between the head and rocker
bracket. I need to know what bracket it
goes under or do all of them need this?
		
—Emmet Manning
Emmet,
From 1972 through 1980, there
were two shims fitted under the
rocker assembly –on the middle two
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pedestals. This was to place a bit
of tension on the rocker shaft so it
would prevent tramping – vibration
under certain conditions. The earlier
engines did not have these shims,
but they did have much stronger
valve springs. I have found them in
the wrong places or none at all. It is
not critical that they be fitted.
Hello John,
Thank you sir for your online support.
I’ve watched your YouTube videos and
more other info but my question remains.
My 1966 Volvo 122s has twin SU carbs
but came with different needles HZ rear
& KD front. Carbs are marked different &
slightly different in appearance also. Rear
marked AUD 8108 on oil damper cap &
AUD 8103 on front one. Float bowl lid
marked AUC 94F (rear) and 33F (front).
Seems to run best with rear totally lean on
bottom mix nut up, and 1 1/2 turn down
on front mix nut. Is this ok? Waiting on
Unisyn and a new fuel pump (moved
uphill) to recalibrate them. Thank you in
advance for your advice.
Sincerely, —Andrew Lee
Andrew,
I do not know the specifics for
your Volvo but I can tell you this –
it is ESSENTIAL that the carbs are
matched and that they do the same
thing as the other, at the same time.
I would suggest that you contact JoeCurto.com as he has the most extensive SU inventory in the USA, plus he
knows your carburetors intimately.
He can offer you the parts you need
(needles, dampers) to make the carbs
match. Remember that a good tune
up requires that all four systems are
in top notch condition – emissions,
engine, ignition, and finally, fuel.
John,
Is there any way to change a clutch in
a 1969 Healey Sprite without pulling the
engine? 		
—Dale Warner
Dale,
I’d like to tell you that there is an
easier way, but there is not. Remove
the bonnet, remove the radiator, and
pull the engine. I would remove the
gearbox at the same time. Change

the oil seal at the back of the gearbox – Oh, BTW, drain the gearbox
before pulling or you’ll end up in an
oil swamp.
Change all three clutch components – pressure plate, disc, and
release bearing. Plus, replace the
release bearing fork bolt and bushing. You’ll need a new exhaust gasket
and this is a wonderful opportunity
to change those lower radiator hoses.
Plan to rebuild the clutch master
cylinder and slave cylinders. You can
rebuild the MC in place.
John,
Saw your piece on YouTube about
checking the straightness of leaf springs
when you buy them using a straight edge
and a square. I have to replace my leaf
springs as I cracked the right one. Am
looking at buying a set from Victoria British for about $120. Do you know of any
issues with this product from Victoria
British.
—Jerry Burns
Jerry,
My understanding is that all the
suppliers get the springs from the
same source. And, according to one
of the suppliers, the springs have
come from British Spring with an offset for years – even during production – so this is not a new problem. I
first encountered it in about 1985 on
a 1977 MGB. The only way to ensure
that the springs are straight is to use
the straight edge and square method
I showed on the YouTube video. Let
me know what you find out!
Hi John,
Thanks for chatting with me the
other day. I hope I didn’t catch you at a
bad time but Mike said you were receiving
calls. Just to let you know my son and I got
the overdrive box installed that you helped
me rebuild last spring at your workshop.
As you may recall from my phone call,
we couldn’t get the bolts to line up on the
ends of the cross member (that go into the
frame) with the rubber mount bolts (to the
cross member) in the rear position holes.
We took it off the gear box and repositioned the mount bolts in the front holes
and everything then lined up.
The yoke and bottom piece posi-
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tioned as shown in your video as per your
instructions. It was a lot more difficult to
install the rear bolts for the rubber mounts
that go into the gear box but it worked!
Fortunately my son has thin fingers! We
had to bend a half inch spanner to reach
the bolts. So I guess it’s not always rear
hole for overdrive boxes and front holes
for non-overdrive. Thought you would be
interested to know. It’s going to be a little
while to get everything back together in the
engine bay but the difficult stuff is done!
Best Regards,
—Gareth
(your friend in Peterborough, Canada)
Gareth,
Thanks very much for the follow
up. This still begs the question of
why there are SO MANY possibilities
in the position of the cross member
and all the associated brackets. I
have never worked on an automatic
MGB (in this country) so I don’t know
whether some of the possibilities
include that installation. I’ll be up in
the Toronto area with the Toronto
MGCC for a tech seminar in April –
watch their website.
Hello John,
I’m the proud new owner of a 1974
MGB roadster that has not been started
for eleven years. To gain knowledge of my
new pride and joy, I have been viewing your YouTube videos. Thank you for
posting them. In the video about changing the distributor drive shaft gear (181),
you lined up the timing marks and then
took off the valve cover to determine if
the engine was set to fire up number 4 or
number 1 cylinder.
You wiggled the rocker arms of number 1 and number 4 cylinders to determine
which cylinder had both valves closed. In
your first attempt, the number 4 cylinder
rocker arms were loose, so you rotated the
engine by hand until the rocker arms for
number 1 cylinder were loose.
Before I saw your video, I set the
timing marks at TDC, removed the
distributor and mailed it to Advanced
Distributors to have it rebuilt. I did not
determine which cylinder was set to fire.
When I removed the distributor cap, the
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rotor appeared to be set to fire the number
4 cylinder.
My question... Will I have a problem
when I reinstall my distributor? I am not
going to rotate the engine while the distributor is out. When I put it back in, I plan to
set the rotor to the number 4 cylinder.
Thank you in advance, —Jerry Hawk
Jerry,
You are in luck! It matters not
what you do to your engine while
the distributor is out as the distributor only fits back into the engine
one way! There is an offset keyway
on the driving dog which prevents
fitting the distributor into the engine
wrong. That said, the distributor cam
can be fitted to the shaft 180-degrees
out. Could Jeff make a mistake assembling it? Probably not, but...
Is it possible that the distributor
drive gear is fitted to your engine
180-degrees out AND the distributor was 180-degrees out so that the
wires are in the correct place in the
cap (#1 at 1:00) and then Jeff sends
the distributor back to you with the
correct alignment which would cause
the rotor to be 180 out (because the
drive gear is 180 out). Well, these are
bizarre eventualities. Chances are it
will all fit right back together!
That 1974 distributor has an
18-degree advance. The engine runs
much better if this is reduced to ten
degrees! If Jeff still has the distributor, give him a call and tell him you
want it moved to ten degrees. Then,
when you get it back, set the timing
at 32-degrees BTDC at full mechanical advance (vacuum disconnected)
which is around 4000 rpm. You’ll
find the idle timing is about 20-BTDC
vacuum disconnected and as much
as 40-BTDC at idle with the vacuum
working. The 73/74s have a problem
with this long curve coupled with the
manifold advance and the HIFs which
result sometimes in a slow degrading of idle speed. By changing the
advance spec, you won’t endure that
problem.
John,
I have a 77 MGB starts fine but when
I shut it off I get clicking noise coming
from the starter.
—Russ Owens
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Russ,
There is an anti-run-on valve
which sits next to the washer solvent
bottle. This valve clicks twice when
the engine is shut off – once when
you turn the key OFF (you cannot
hear it because of the noises from the
engine) and again when the oil pressure runs to zero – this time it can
sound like it’s coming from behind
the glovebox. It is a single, loud,
CLICK.
If the noise you are hearing is a
repeated clicking – like a machine
gun, then I’ll have to have some more
information from you – when does
the noise cease – how long does it
click?
Hi John,
Has anyone had any luck removing
door boot or bonnet skins and replacing
the same door boot or bonnet skins successfully?
—Thomas Storey

Tom,
Door skins on the MGB are
available and “easily” changed. The
aluminum skins on the MGA are also
possible to change, albeit tedious
as the aluminum wants to crack.
The boot and bonnet on the MGBs
are welded into place and I’ve never
heard of anyone trying to change
them.
Fellow NAMGBR Members:
There has been a great deal of
controversy over the ethanol added
to gasoline. Some say it ruins engines; others say they’ve used it for
years. I have heard from owners
who make both claims. I did hear
from a customer who had an app on
his cellphone that showed him the
gasoline stations which were selling
non-alcohol gasoline. I heard from
another that in Florida, at least, the
highest octane gasoline did not have
ethanol.
I’m sure we’ll all be hearing more
as this new fuel seems to be with us
now permanently. —John Twist

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.

John searching for trouble in his Rolling Tech session, MG 2012 Dillard, Ga.
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CARS FOR SALE
1971 Midget – BRG/Tan, new paint, new top, new

tires, new carpet and panel kits. Runs great. $6500
– Chuck Demick, (618) 971-8888 or demies@gmail.
com IL				
030412

1980 MGB LE – Black/Black, 86,000 miles;

Overdrive, body in good condition, runs well, new
Robbins top zip-out rear window; garaged, well
maintained, Weber carb, new tires, GT rear springs.
$8500. Karl Schad, (540) 334-2915 VA
1091012

1979 MGB – Red, 2000 miles on rebuilt engine and
carb. New mag wheels on splined hubs, new windshield, and lots of other new stuff. Zip-out back window; electronic overdrive. Runs great, clean, no rust.
Very good condition. All repairs and maintenance
documented. $7000; contact Jim at (217) 417-9012 or
jmzivic@yahoo.com IL
070812
1974 1/2 MGB/GT – Wire Wheels, good glass and
chrome; complete vehicle; very restorable. Will
e-mail pictures; asking $1500. (517) 849-0042 or
dvanwyck@dmcibb.net MI
070812

1974 MGB— Citron; no rust and new paint; recently
rebuilt engine with several upgrades; overdrive,
new dashboard and interior with new Stayfast top.
Chrome bumper car. Reason for selling: old age –
mine not the car’s. $10,000 – Larry Englund (541)
997-3356 OR 			
050612

1970 MGB/GT— No rust; recent engine rebuild

with new clutch. Has overdrive, newer paint, redone
interior, rebuilt rear suspension with tube shocks, new
windshield, and re-chromed rear bumpers. Reason for
selling: old age – mine not the car’s. Larry Englund
(541) 997-3356 OR 			
050612

WANTED
Experienced Mechanic – Hyman Ltd Classic Car

Dealer has an immediate opening for an experienced
classic car mechanic in St Louis, MO. Please contact
Mark Hyman at (314) 524-6000
or e-mail mark@hymanltd.com
MO
030413

PARTS FOR SALE
Weber Intake Manifold - Cannon single, side-draft
Weber carburettor manifold for MGB. Contact Keith
Feldott (269) 355-3427 MI		
030413

NOS Lucas Switches – Fan switch for 1972-1976
MGB Part # 39915,Hazard switch for 1973-1976
1970 MGB – Black Tulip with overdrive. Limited
MGB Part # BAU1088, Brake Failure Light Switch
Edition wheels; English Sun Fast top; chrome rear
luggage rack; automatic electric fan; car was stripped Part # 39212 for 1972-1976 MGB. $30.00 each plus
$5.00 shipping. John Morris jmo3449456@aol.com
down to bear metal no Bondo found; full tonneau
030413
or (954) 895-1163 FL 		
cover. Speedo reads 34,636; I have put about 4000
miles on the car since it was purchased seven years
Custom MGB Windshield - New chrome plating
ago from Texas. Interior has no sun damage which
on a refurbished frame. New Moss Triplex glass
makes me think the mileage may be correct but that
assembled in the frame with a new seal. $995/MGB;
no guarantee. Runs well but needs to be used. Would $985/Midget plus shipping. MG Dash - New Moss
sell for $6,000 or trade for a decent MGB GT. Conface dash pad kit installed over a refurbished frame
tact MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM SC
070812
- MGB 68-71 and MGB 72-76 - $785 plus shipping.
Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@embarqmail.
com or MN@comcast.net MN		
030413
1979 MGB – Carmine Red/Black – MG 2005
concours entry with only 23k original miles; scored
951 points out of 1000. Runs like the day I bought it, 1967 MGB project cars - Two 1967 MGB Raodexcellent motor and transmission. $11,500; contact
sters. One original parts car and one 75% complete
Greg Slobodzian at (435) 752-8404 or (435) 881car built from a new British Racing Green, Heritage
6523; gslobodzian@msn.com
UT
050612
body shell. Professionally modified cowl. Suspension
and chassis is complete with new or rebuilt parts including coil over front suspension. Wiring and brake
1978 MGB— Orange/Black, freshly restored with
new carpet, new top, new tires, Peco exhaust, rebuilt lines are complete. New heater assembly, brake cylintwin HS4 SUs, new paint, new wiring harness, Kent ders, calipers, fuel pump, gauges, etc. Most parts for
714 cam; beautiful car and runs great! Asking $8500, completion, many new, including disassembled high
contact John Mangles at (314) 426-1600 or mgdoc@ performance engine with Piper fast street cam & kit,
balanced crank. Engine currently at engine builder.
sbcglobal.net MO 			
050612
Nissan 280 5-speed. Photos on request.
$12,000 OBO. Located in OH. Paul Derov
(440) 552-9754 or pderov@roadrunner.com
030413

Selling or Buying an MG?

Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

Midget Parts - convertible top with hardware (new)
1975-79; front rubber bumper (new); luggage rack
(used); seat belts 2 (new - 1975-79); dahs with gauges/
switches (used - good condition). Call for prices.
Jack Johnson, (386) 574-6147 FL
070812

Where 2 ‘B

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2012
• Feb 28-Mar 2 – BMTA Conference, Richmond, VA; www.britcar.org
• Mar 23.............. British Car Day, New Orleans, LA • www.bmcno.org
• Mar 30.............. Wheels Across the Pond, Jupiter, FL • www.wheelsacrossthepond.com
• Apr 5-7............. British Car Show, Winter Park, FL; mog4@earthlink.net
• Apr 6................. Missouri Endurance Rally, St. Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
• Apr 6................. British Classics Show, Columbia, SC; www.bccmc.com
• Apr 13............... British Car Show, Williamsburg, VA; www.wmbgbrit.com
• Apr 19-21.......... MG Party, Key West, FL; DUrick@hmausa.com or www.kwbcc.com
• Apr 19............... GOF South, Ocala, FL; www.mgclasssics.org
• Apr 27.............. Play Day VI, Katy, TX • www.houstonmgcc.com
• May 4............... Britfest, Succasunna, NJ; www.mgccnj.org
• May 10............. Springtime in the Smokies, Townsend, TN; www.blountbritishcars.org
• May 16-19......... MG Vintage Racers Focus Race, Summit Point, WV; www.mgvr.org
• May 29............. British Car Week Meet, Hot Springs, AR • www.britishcarweeknationalmeet.org
• May 31-June 2... British Bash, Louisville, KY • www.britishbash.com
• June 2............... Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ; 908-713-6251
• June 2............... Return to Ft Meigs British Car Show, Perrysburg, OH: www.lebcc.org
• June 9............... British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA; www.keystonemg.com
• June 10-14........ NAMGAR GT-38, Ashville, NC; www.namgar.org
• June 14-16......... Ohio Spring GOF, New Philadelphia, OH; tjscott48mg@gmail.com
• July 15-19.......... GOF Central, St. Charles, MO
• July 17-21.......... MG 2013, Corvallis, OR • www.mg-2013.com
• Aug 15-16......... Grand Lake Tour, Grand Rapids, MI; kgrowler@aol.com
• Aug 15-18......... UM Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI; www.universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 23-25......... British Marque Triathlon, Hancock, MA; www.britishmarque.com
• Sept 20-21......... British Car Show, St Louis, MO; www.stlouismgclub.com
• Oct 5-6 ............. British Car Show, San Diego, CA • craig.m@roadrunner.com
• Oct 19............... British Motor Expo, Katy, TX; www.houstonmgcc.com
Pennsylvania
Wine Country.
Yes, there is such a thing.

Address Service Requested

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
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